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latest news and trends at

hglivingbeautifully.com 

and passionforpattern.com.

SOCIAL MEDIA  
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homesandgardens, 
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homesandgardensuk,

uk.pinterest.com/

homesgardensuk. 

ONLINE Browse

housetohome.co.uk/

homesandgardens for 

more inspirational 

decorating schemes. 

PAST ISSUES can be

downloaded at bit.ly/15MLa5p

or order print editions at

mags-uk.com/timeinc.

Cover photograph 

Felix Forest

In thIs month’s Issue…

HOUSES Contemporary art

and fanciful touches turn  

a medieval Bavarian castle

into a bright and modern

family home (page 80). 

GARDENS Soft, billowy

planting and a formal box

parterre lie at the heart 

of this gorgeous scheme 

in London (page 125).

DECORATING Striking

patterns and bold hues

come to the fore in the

season’s new fabric

collections (page 55). 

When We recently refitted our kitchen our

aim was to create a room that would be comfortable to cook

in, as well as being a sociable space where our friends

would love to sit and chat. i am happy to say that we have

achieved both, by handing our scribbled plans over to our

kitchen designer, then stepping back and letting him get

on with the job. one of our requests was for an island. 

our previous kitchen didn’t have room for one, and now  

i don’t know how i ever coped without it. 

i am looking forward to the redesigned space being the centre of attention when

our guests come to stay over the holiday weekend in April. i want it to be a special

occasion, with themed decorations and a good old-fashioned easter egg hunt, and for

this i’ve found plenty of inspiration in our Celebrate Easter feature on page 163. it

offers ideas for everything from handmade ornaments and beautiful table settings to

foral arrangements that will give the house a fresh feel for spring. i’ve also begun to

plan the menu. Along with my traditional Simnel cake, i will be serving the prune and

custard tarts and perhaps the rather impressive italian torta Pasqualina, just two of

this month’s tempting recipes, on page 193, that are based, appropriately, on eggs. 

in the meantime, i will continue to enjoy our new kitchen, often with my son, who

has taken to doing his homework and revision at the island while i cook. So these days,

as well as expanding my culinary repertoire, i’m brushing up on my knowledge of

GcSe history quite well.

Deborah barker, eDitor-in-chief
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SUBSCRIBE
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room and garden. Subscribe today  

from just £33.99, saving up to 44%. 
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complete with a free trial digital  

version for your iPad and iPhone.]  
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We celebrate spring with a palette
of fresh shades and lively pattern,   

as shown in a whimsical display of decorative

pinwheels made from wallpaper.

Lime green foral fans, Pavillon MLW2213-03, £49 a roll, Lorca

at Osborne & Little. Blue fern fans, Odhni in Duck Egg, £45 a roll,

Designers Guild. Cream swirl fans (similar), Jazz in White/Silver,

£20 a roll, Graham & Brown. Metallic fans, Ernani in Gold, £58 a

roll, Designers Guild. Aqua Impressionist-style fans, Lochwood 

NCW4152-03, £58 a roll, Nina Campbell at Osborne & Little.

Cream circles fan (similar), Delphi 213030, £52 a roll,

Sanderson. Lime green mottled fan, Coquine MLW2211-05,

£49 a roll, Lorca at Osborne & Little. WHERE TO BUY, PAGE 205

The people, products and places creating a buzz this month
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1| Bring the outdoors in with silk foliage.

Fern branch, silk, L107cm, £16.50, Abigail Ahern,  

020 7354 8181, abigailahern.com. 

2|Set the mood with an expressionist print.

The Cacti House print, 21x30cm, £35, Alicia Galer at 
Triangle, trianglestore.co.uk. Stromby frame in Black,

from £5, Ikea, 020 3645 0000, ikea.com/gb.

3| Shapely serveware made by hand. 

Fern jug, H33xdiam15cm, £320 with four  

beakers, Andrew Ludick, 00353 87 910 8927,

andrewludick.blogspot.co.uk.

4| Tropical design in verdant hues.

Monstera Palm cushion, 45cm sq, £24.95, Parlane

International, 01451 812700, parlaneinternational.co.uk.

5| Retro style for the indoor gardener.

Right twist spiral macramé pot hanger, cotton,

H155cm, £104.17, Gina Marris at The New Craftsmen,  

020 7148 3190, thenewcraftsmen.com.

6| The perfect choice for a feature wall.

Canopy in Saphir, £83 a roll, Christian Lacroix Maison

at Designers Guild, 020 7351 5775, designersguild.com.

7| Composite bronze cast to resemble bark.

Sunny Forest tripod table, H56xdiam60cm, £3,540,

Porta Romana, 020 7352 0440, portaromana.co.uk.

8|Ceramic pieces with a delicate beauty. 

Jose leaves,from £70, Astier de Villatte at Petersham

Nurseries, 020 8940 5230, petershamnurseries.com.

9|This fowing pattern has a lively grace.

Willow fabric in Olive, linen, 131cm wide, €114m, Helene

Blanche at Tapet Café, 0045 3965 6630, tapet-cafe.dk.

Similar sofa, Julep sofa, from £1,700, Designers

Guild, 020 7351 5775, designersguild.com. l 

Hot
House
Lush greenery and leaf motifs

to reinvigorate your interiors
7|

8|9|

6|

1|

5|4|

3|

2|
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striking contrast
Accessories brand Lane, lanebypost.com, has brought Little

Greene’s winning paint colours to its collection of Twin Tone

lampshades, H30xdiam45cm, £65 each. Two hues are used

on each shade, with clever and confdent pairings such as 

Brighton (pale blue) and Mister David (yellow). 

black beauty
Just as in fashion, the popularity of black in interiors shows no sign of waning. For an

impressive selection of natural stone in this moody hue, head to Lapicida, 0800 012 

2220, lapicida.com. We love this Nero Parquet limestone fooring, £144sq m.  

double take
Follow the trend for leather

with this elegant Ribon side

table, H60xdiam40cm, £540,

designed by Renaud thiry for

Roche bobois, 020 7751 4030,

roche-bobois.com. Its metallic

frame is upholstered in split

leather, with a choice of black

or yellow on the outside and

red, black or white on the

inside to match the

lacquered MDF top.  

into tHE JUngLE
Tap into this season’s popular hot

house-inspired decorating with

this new vibrantly patterned

tableware from Villeroy & Boch, 

020 8875 6060, villeroy-boch.

co.uk. Part of the Amazonia

collection, it includes platters,

bowls and plates, and costs from

£21.50 for a Dip Bowl. 

rich & famous  
From the works of 19th century

romantic poets to 1920s

Hollywood, Spanish textile brand

lizzo, lizzo.net, has looked far

and wide for references for its

2015 fabric collections. the fve

luxurious ranges include Fame,

from £148.64m, which has been

inspired by the phenomenon of

celebrity and features deep-pile,

velvets with a soft touch. 
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PRECIOUS PIECES
The fnest lapis lazuli, ruby, amazonite, rose quartz and marble make up the

gorgeous pieces by The Ruby Tree, a new brand launched by designer

Bethan Gray and Islamic art scholar Mitchell Abdul Karim Crites. Its

exquisite tableware collections include Petal (above), from £900 for  

a candleholder set at Harrods, 0333 300 1000, harrods.com. 

Child’s play After several years of making

furniture only for grown-ups, Habitat, 0344 499 1111,

habitat.co.uk, has forayed back into the children’s market. 

Buzz is our favourite collection; designed by Laure Grezard,

it is bold, bright and functional, and costs from £95 for a

bedside cabinet. Available in stores and online from April.

shOp WaTCh Seekers of classic and traditional interior fttings will fnd a wide range of products now

available at holloways period house shop, newly opened in Corve Street, Ludlow, 30 years after the

company frst launched in the Shropshire town. Holloways of Ludlow, 01584 876207, hollowaysofludlow.com.

TAKE NOTE As lovers of

both stationery and simplicity, 

we are coveting these note 

pads, £25 for an A4 pad, by

Japanese brand Ito Bindery  

at Mr Porter, mrporter.com. 

siTTiNG iN sTyle  
Take the weight off your feet at the contemporary chair

exhibition at Chatsworth in Derbyshire this month, where

visitors are invited to engage with the designs and try them out

for size. Running from 28 March to 23 October, Make Yourself

Comfortable at Chatsworth features a variety of seating from

the Duke and Duchess of Devonshire’s private collection,

alongside furniture by innovative designers such as Thomas

Heatherwick, Amanda Levete and Marc Newson (below is 

Newson’s Lockheed Lounge). You’ll also fnd specially

commissioned pieces, including Raw Edges’ End Grain seating,

which will later become part of the stately home’s Sculpture

Gallery. For more information, visit chatsworth.org.
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Tea ceremony
Elegantly crafted ceramics infused with a favour of Japan 

Top Shelf, from lefT Ceramic cup,

H6cm, £30, Hannah Bould at O’Dell’s.

Deacon jug in Pale Grey, H17cm, £25,

Habitat. Moderato ceramic cup and

saucer, H11xdiam13cm, £24, Native &

Co. Mini teapot in Black, H10xW16cm,

£12, Nôm Living. Basic teapot, H21cm,

£45, Folklore. Deep round bowls in

Snow White and Black, H10cm, £12.50 

each; sake pouring jug in Snow White,

H16cm, £20; all Nôm Living. Green

bowl, H5cm, £30, My Cup of Tea.

middle Shelf, from lefT Green

stone bowl and tea pot, £115 including

jug and extra bowl, Trevor Lillistone at

Rare Tea Company. Sesami teapot,

H13cm, £200, My Cup of Tea. White

futed beaker, H8cm, £15; English 

pottery beaker, H10.5cm, £15; both

Momosan Shop. Japanese strainer, 

£45, My Cup of Tea. Dobin teapot,

H20cm, £160; White Tulips cup,

H8cm, £50; both Akiko Hirai Ceramics.

BoTTom Shelf, from lefT Nettle 

& Mint muslin tea bags, £12 for 18, 

My Cup of Tea. Mr & Mrs Studio

Collection tea set with oak serving 

board, teapot H19cm, £240,  

Sue Pryke. Fluted cups in Moss  

and Speckled Egg Shell, diam14cm, 

£16 each, The Shop Floor Project.

Aurora wallpaper in Bayou, £214sq m,

Calico. Shelves, Stepney Way beam

pine, £50.40sq m, Lassco. Beige

ribbon, £4.50m, Cloth House. l 

Where To BUY, pAGe 205

FIND MORE BEAUTIFUL BUYS AT HOUSETOHOME.CO.UK/HOME-SHOPPING
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Workshop sells crafted
home and lifestyle products,
such as the wire grocery
baskets, £15 each, Hogla
storage baskets, from £18
each, and pure vegetal soap
bars, £2 each, seen here.

How would you sum up Workshop? 

When we opened the store in January last

year, our intention was to present home and

lifestyle products that are useful and simple 

in both form and function. The vision for

Workshop was born out of a desire to share

our passion for smart, functional designs 

that contribute to uncomplicated everyday

living. The store is aimed at like-minded 

people who appreciate these values. 

What is your background? I own and run 

the shop with Jayson Tane-Smiler, who has

almost 20 years’ experience in buying and

merchandising. I come from a commercial

fnance background, and spent 15 years

working in creative agencies, including

publishing and digital media. 

How do you source products and discover

new designers? Curating the store is  

quite intuitive and there’s a defnite sense 

of quality and timelessness in the goods we

select. We prefer to travel than attend trade

shows and we support many manufacturers

around the world and independent artisans

who ft the ethos and aesthetic of Workshop. 

How regularly do you update the store? 

Our love of simplicity allows us to stock

products with longevity, which means we 

can slowly phase in or out ranges that

complement our existing offering, rather 

than working to seasonal fashion ranges.

Which products are particularly successful?

One of the great joys we have experienced

since opening the store is the success of

artisan products. Our handmade stoneware

and hand-carved wooden boards and platters

have been well received by customers.  

Can you identify any emerging design

trends? We’re excited by the growing

enthusiasm for simple, sustainable living  

and the preference for casual entertaining  

at home, with more emphasis on the use  

of recycled materials and the handmade.

What is in store for Workshop in 2015?

We’ve recently discovered some interesting

and creative independent producers who  

we plan to introduce to our customers this

year. We will also be developing some  

own-brand products that ft in with the

simple-living ethos – watch this space.

workshop

brighton
A passion for beautifully crafted, practical products is at the heart of this
homewares emporium. We asked owner Ryan Kersop to tell us more

13A Prince Albert Street,

Brighton BN1 1HE,

01273 731340,

workshopliving.co.uk.
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CITY SLICK  
New York cool best

describes the latest

collection from Lexington,

0854 555800, lexington

company.com. Taking

inspiration from Brooklyn,

the range of bedding, towels

and throws is monochrome

and pared back. Urban

bedding, from £27; towels,

from £8; throws, £119. 

Follow our blog, Living Beautifully, hglivingbeautifully.com, and enter 

a world of stunning decorating, gardening and shopping news and

inspiring ideas, brought to you by the Homes & Gardens team. 

hangIng on everY word
The latest website to pique our interest is Oates & Co, oatesandco.com,

which boasts a curated mix of home accessories and gifts from both

little-known makers and larger suppliers across the UK and Europe.

Head here for standout pieces by British designers Hope & Hammer

and Tanti Design, as well as this unusual suspended book shelf,

H4xW70cm, £134, by Icelandic design house Agustav. 

STAR TREATMENT 

Culinary afcionados, take your love of

cooking to the next level with a glimpse

behind the scenes of a Michelin-starred

kitchen, where you’ll help to prepare

items from the restaurant’s daily-

changing menu. Run by celebrated

head chef Marcello Tully, the hands-on

workshops are held at Scotland’s 

16th-century Kinlock Lodge set

alongside the shores of Loch na Dal  

on the idyllic Isle of Skye. Prepare to 

be regaled by stories of Tully’s 30-year

career during a morning of planning,

prepping and cooking delicious fresh

Scottish fare, before you enjoy the fruits

of your labour over a four-course lunch.

Workshops cost from £99 per person

or £598 as part of a two-night dinner,

bed and breakfast package for two

people. For more information, call 

01471 833333 or visit kinloch-lodge.co.uk.

baSKeT CaSe
At £10 for two, these woven baskets

from Sainsburys, 0800 328 1700,

sainsburyshome.co.uk, are an easy

and affordable way to introduce hits

of graphic monochrome pattern. 
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CONTEMPORARY

COUNTRY
German brand Schüller’s new kitchen range, Casa,

marries modern lines and rustic charm in one 

Shaker-style design. Simple panel detailing brings

interest to pared-back wooden cabinetry, while rounded

corners and a delicate colour palette soften the look.

Shown in Sand Grey, cabinetry costs from £212.40 for a

single unit at In-House, 01661 842304, inhouseuk.net.

gROw iN

sTYlE
Let gardener John

Tebbs’ exquisite taste

and eye for fne design

inform and inspire you

through his expertly

curated online 

shop and journal, 

The Garden Edit,

thegardenedit.com. 

Beautifully crafted

essentials have been

hand picked, including

this brass and cane

watering can by Carl

Auböck (above) and 

a reclaimed copper 

Forca hand fork by

Grafa, £34.50. With

issues of specialist 

journal The Plant, 

£10 each, alongside

handmade planters

and vases by designers

such as Jessica Hans

and Dana Bechert,

gardening has never

been such a chic

experience. 

3 of the best

EXHIBITIONS

From British landscapes to studies of

animals, these new openings celebrate art

lEEds

KEEblE ANd MAYEs

Head to this exhibition for an intriguing 

visual exploration of animals and birds in 

their natural habitats through the work of two

eminent artists. Limited-edition drypoint

prints and collagraphs demonstrate the

contrasting styles of Victoria Keeble, whose

mainly illustrative work reveals a love of

pattern and texture, and Emerson Mayes,

who has an honest, uncontrived approach.  

7 March to 27 June. Free entry. The Craft

Centre and Design Gallery, City Art Gallery,

The Headrow, Leeds LS1 3AB, 0113 247 8241,

craftcentreleeds.co.uk. 

wARwiCKshiRE

CANAlETTO: CElEbRATiNg bRiTAiN

Witness the brilliance of prolifc landscape

artist Canaletto through this unique collection

of paintings and drawings – including London:

Interior of the Rotunda at Ranelagh (above) –

produced between 1746 and 1755 while he

was visiting Britain. Canaletto’s works give a

fascinating insight into the new-found wealth

and confdence of the nation at the time. 

14 March to 7 June. Adults, £8; children, £3.

Compton Verney, Warwickshire CV35 9HZ,

01926 645500, comptonverney.org.uk.

lEdbURY

NEil bOUsfiEld

Tinsmiths’ stunning showroom provides

a wonderful venue for this must-see solo

exhibition of hand-printed, limited-edition

wood engravings of the Norfolk Coast by

artist, printmaker and designer-maker 

Neil Bousfeld. 28 March to 25 April. 

Free entry. Tinsmiths, Tinsmiths Alley, 

8a High Street, Ledbury, Herefordshire 

HR8 1DS, 01531 632083, tinsmiths.co.uk.

SCENTS OF TIME Who needs 

a time machine when Jo Malone London’s

new limited-edition collection of fragrances,

Rock the Ages, will transport you through

the years with a spritz and sniff? Become

the perfect Miss Elizabeth Bennet for her 

Mr Darcy with the Georgian-inspired Lily  

of the Valley & Ivy, let the darkly exotic

Pomegranate Noir release your Victorian

stays, or experience an Edwardian summer

with Geranium & Verbena. Rock the Ages

colognes, £42 for 30ml, Jo Malone London,

0800 054 2411, jomalone.co.uk.

Brass and cane
watering can,

H17xW39xD10cm,
£895, Carl Auböck
at The Garden Edit.
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DIARY DATE On 8 March, renowned interior designer Nina Campbell will be

sharing her style secrets and leading a visual journey through her London homes.

The talk starts at 11.30am at the Design Centre Chelsea Harbour; tickets cost

£7.50 (quote H&G when booking). Contact 020 7352 1900 or enquiries@dcch.co.uk.

ON The wiNg
The in-house design

team at Heal’s has

created Orwell, a 

new wingback chair,

H131xW80.5xD84cm,

from £1,995, which is 

as sophisticated as it 

is comfortable. Hand-

crafted in Suffolk, the

frame is made from

beech and the chair 

can be upholstered in 

a selection of Heal’s

fabrics or your own

material. A co-ordinating

footstool, £595, is also

available. Contact 020

7896 7451, heals.co.uk.

TACTIlE sTYlE
Up-and-coming designer Harriet Caslin, harrietcecilecaslin.com,

makes elegant porcelain lighting and tableware, and her latest

pieces are wonderfully tactile, with delicate ridging and soft curves.

“I like to explore the sensory qualities of objects, such as how lines

can invite you to touch an item,” says Harriet, who works from a

converted boat shed on Mersea Island in Essex. These pretty

tealights in pastel shades (left), H9xdiam11cm, cost £11 each.

WOOD WORKs 
We loved the Craft salt and pepper 

mills made of solid oak and marble by 

Normann Copenhagen, 0045 3555 

4459, normann-copenhagen.com, 

as soon as we saw them. Danish

designer Simon Legald has now added 

to the set with a pestle and mortar 

and rolling pin. 

Craft salt and
pepper mills,

from £64 each;
pestle & mortar, 
£74; rolling pin,

£108; all Normann
Copenhagen.

PARTERRE
PERFECTION
Bridging the gap between

plastic, fbreglass and

traditional lead, these new

Georgian-style planters from

Arthur Jack & Co, 01299

827059, arthurjack.co.uk, 

are hand-made in heavy-

gauge galvanised steel  

by artisan craftsmen.  

They come in fve sizes,  

all on feet and pre-drilled 

with drainage holes.  

Prices start at £210 for  

a 40cm sq planter.
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Elizabethan Red, Flat
Emulsion, £36 for 2.5 litres,
Paint Library.

Magenta, matt paint, £43 for 
5 litres, Ecos Organic Paints.

spring 
brights

 Create an invigorating scheme with a

lively mix of deep pinks and fresh greens

Vert Russe No 13, Matt
Acrylic Emulsion, €27 for
1kg, Emery et Cie.

Blue Moon C16, Alterior Matt,
£34.50 for 2.5 litres, Eicó.
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1| Snape feld tile W.CLSN0606, 15cm sq, £69.95sq m,

The Winchester Tile Company. 2| Espadrille in White,

cotton mix, 138cm wide, £85m, Ralph Lauren Home. 

3| Defle in Laguna, linen, 125cm wide, £124m,

Dominique Kieffer at Rubelli. 4| Pongo W79624, cotton

mix, 135cm wide, £110m, Thibaut. 5| Ombre narrow

braid T700-06, polyester mix, £5.50m, Osborne &

Little. 6| Hemant in Green and Red/Pink, linen,  

134cm wide, £123m, Penny Morrison. 7| Velours Tresse

in Fiordo, cotton, 130cm wide, £300m, Dominique

Kieffer at Rubelli. 8| Long Brick tile in Emerald,  

27x6cm, £210sq m, Danilo Ramazzotti at Via Arkadia. 

9| Recolour cork in Jade and Burgundy, £60sq m,

Granorte. 10| Kaska in Emerald K5064/15, wool mix,

140cm wide, £53.50m, Kirkby Design. 11| Hexa in 

Coral, cotton, 140cm wide, £55m, Ian Sanderson. 

12| Versailles E22802, cotton mix, 137cm wide, £149m; 

13| Limbo Brush in Ivy TA5324.33, acrylic, 5cm wide,

£39m; both Kravet. 14| Baya in Robbia Red, linen,

130cm wide, £84m, Rapture & Wright. 15| Crystal 

Red composite material, Craft Stone at Material Lab.

16| Madagascar wallpaper CH9114/090, £95.44 a 

roll, Chivasso at JAB. 17| Figured N-060; Wicker 

N-096; both linen, 134cm wide, £96m, Fermoie.  

18| Shang extra fne sisal wallpaper in Pink T41179,

£129 for a 7.3m roll, Thibaut. 19| Chambery carpet in

Lavande, wool, 400cm wide, £77.94sq m, Sinclair Till.

20| Maddox in Blue, linen mix, 292cm wide, £75m; 

21| Cesario in Red F4113/03, cotton mix, 138cm wide,

£115m; both Colefax and Fowler. 22| Franklin runner 

in Carmine, wool, 61cm wide, £115m, Roger Oates. 

23| Asolo in Solent 7710/06, linen, 292cm wide,  

£85m, Romo. WHERE TO BUY, PAGE 205

1| 8| 

9| 22| 

10| 

11| 

13| 

12| 

15| 

14| 

5| 

16| 

17| 

18| 

19| 

20| 

21| 

23| 

4| 

2| 

3| 

6| 
7| 

14|
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GRANDES DAMES  
Not surprisingly, all the female greats of

horticulture appear in First Ladies of Gardening,

from Gertrude Jekyll and Vita Sackville-West  

to Beatrix Havergal, Rosemary Verey and Beth

Chatto. Reluctant simply to retread old ground,

however, the book’s author Heidi Howcroft

and photographer Marianne Majerus have

used their considerable knowledge of “newer,

lesser-known gardens” to seek out those by

women who, the authors feel, are worthy

successors to Jekyll et al. Meet the likes of Gill

Richardson, Rosanna James and Helen Dillon,

and learn their 

stories through 

the enjoyable  

and informative 

copy and fnely 

observed 

photographs.

First Ladies  

of Gardening, 

£20, Frances 

Lincoln, frances 

lincoln.com.

ONE TO WATCH

ALICJA PATANOWSKA

Polish artist and designer Alicja

Patanowska creates interesting

pieces made in ceramics and

glass that straddle sculpture 

and utility. She tells us about 

the story behind her latest work 

and her upcoming projects.

How did your design career take off? I would say  

it was in Faenza, Italy, where I studied at the Institute 

of Design (ISIA). I was taken with the joy of making

beautiful objects oriented towards the end user. 

What appeals to you about ceramics as a medium?

Ceramics have been with us since time immemorial

and, consequently, everyone has their own ideas and

opinions concerning the materials. Confronting and

playing with these concepts interests me. There is 

also the aesthetic aspect; I fnd porcelain particularly

appealing, as it is pure and minimalist.

Tell us about your recent Plantation project.  

It was developed to make use of abandoned drinking

glasses and was inspired by rubbish in the streets of

London and the astonishingly good quality of things

that had been thrown away. Plantation is a collection

of porcelain objects that sit in the repurposed glasses 

(right). Each piece can hold a plant and it allows the

growing process, from roots to stem, to be observed.

Have you always been interested in the interaction

between old and new? Yes, and it’s probably because

of the culture I was raised in. We used tools and 

utensils until they broke and then we would fx them.

These days, the number of items people throw away,

including undamaged things, is unbelievable. The

Plantation project is a manifestation of my views.

When I add a new, beautiful element to a discarded

object, I am saying, “Take a closer look and see 

whether what you’re getting rid of is really useless.”

What do you have planned for the future? I’m

working on a new collection of objects called Stratum,

which combines different media in a dialogue between

two craft skills – glass-blowing and wheel-throwing.

My aim is to investigate the capacities and limitations

of the materials and analyse the notion of space.  

Find out more at patanowska.pl. A selection of Alicja’s

work, including the Tubo Motus porcelain pieces  

(above left), £50 each, is available from Do Shop,  

020 7836 4039, do-shop.com. 

IN GOOD COMPANY Famous for her fabulous use of colour and pattern,

hotelier Kit Kemp has teamed up with Anthropologie, 020 7870 4821, anthropologie.eu, 

to make her frst collection of furniture. The 14 pieces take their inspiration from folk art

and ethnic crafts, such as embroidery and collage. The mix of contemporary and classic

forms, as shown in this orange armchair, £989, and cotton rug, 152x213cm, £498, is ideal

for achieving the eclectic look for which Kit Kemp’s hotels are known and loved. 
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Homes & Gardens’ design 
correspondent looks at the 
rising popularity of drawn 
designs on home accessories

DESIGN EYE

BARBARA CHANDLER

On the cusp between art  

and design is illustration. 

Whether fne-lined or bold and 

brash, it is increasingly appearing 

on wallpapers, fabrics, ceramics 

and other accessories, bringing 

story-telling, whimsy, humour 

and even satire to homewares. 

They have been made possible  

by digital printing, which can 

reproduce intricate detail in a 

huge range of colours on items 

made in small numbers.

If you want to talent spot, head to the sixth edition of 

Pick Me Up, an exhibition that showcases the work of 

rising stars in graphics and illustration, from 23 April to  

4 May at London’s Somerset House, somersethouse.org.

uk. “Many of our featured illustrators are fnding their way 

into home products,” confrms curator Claire Catterall. 

One name to know is Ozlem Djafer, ozlemdjafer.co.uk,  

a recent graduate with a unique style of portraiture. Her 

work includes Fashion Hierarchy (above), a wallpaper 

featuring the faces of 40 fashion celebrities. 

Also spearheading the trend is Brighton illustrator 

Emily Dupen, dupenny.com, who started out putting her 

risqué drawings of 1950s housewives on to wallpaper, 

and later expanded to fowers and birds. Her latest 

design, Potions, is a charming collage of fnely drawn 

apothecary bottles and packets that she has collected. 

Ohh Deer, ohhdeer.com, is an illustrators’ collective 

founded in 2011 by Jamie Mitchell and Mark Callaby, who 

work with artists all over the world. They describe their 

designs as “on the whole, friendly and fun”, and recently 

have branched out into textiles and ceramics (below). 

There are many more illustrators at work, 

so watch out for wallpapers, mugs and 

cushions with imagery that stretches 

the imagination. 

H&G EDIT 

|
 NEWS

INTO THE WILD A glorious explosion of colour 

and pattern, the new Liberty Art Fabrics Interiors wallpapers 

and fabrics are infuenced by Frances Hodgson Burnett’s 

classic novel of 1911, The Secret Garden. The ten new designs 

aim to bring a charming feel of nature into the home. Texture 

and colour are paramount, and innovative techniques have 

been used to create the look, including hammering fowers to 

release natural dyes, painting on to leaves and dip-dying 

vintage tassels. Fabric, including velvets, linen silk, cotton satin 

and ramie voile, from £70m; wallpaper, from £80m. Contact 

020 7734 1234, liberty.co.uk. 

Download Homes & Gardens from 

housetohome.co.uk/digital-editions/

homesandgardens for access to your 

favourite decorating and design magazine on 

your iPad, tablet or computer. You can also 

subscribe here and receive an issue  

in brilliant digital defnition each month.



take to the floor
A daring fusion of traditional craft and modern imagery, this rug 

is part of the new 17th Century Modern range by Knots Rugs,  

020 7471 4707, knotsrugs.co.uk. The collection comprises four

stunning rugs, £2,200sq m, made in a Persian knot using wool

and silk. Traditional Moghul, Herez and Polonese patterns formed

the base for the designs, but each has been overlayed with tattoo

imagery to create a striking three-dimensional effect. 

For more pattern inspiration, visit our blog

passion for pattern

IN the fraMe 
The biggest story in glazing

right now is the revival of

steel-framed glass, for both

exterior walls and interior

partitions. Until recently, 

only a handful of companies

could create this design, so it

was music to our ears to hear

that IQ Glass, 01494 722880,

iqglassuk.com, has launched

the Mondrian range of internal

steel-and-glass screens and

doors. It operates nationwide

and offers a full supply-and-

ft service; you can expect to

pay about £800sq m. 

elegant edging 
Bradstone now offers sandstone garden

edging with a rounded top, suitable for

borders or steps. It is available in four

colours, including Rainbow (right, top)

and Silver Grey (right), from £6.80  

for a H30xW45xD15cm piece. Contact

01335 372222, bradstone.com.

1| This multitasking letter opener
made from brass-plated alloy not
only looks good but also doubles
as a handy 15cm ruler.
Brass letter opener, £17, izola at Smug, 

020 7354 0253, ifeelsmug.com.

2| British
designer Tom
Dixon proves he
can turn even
the mundane
into a sublime
design piece.
Cube stapler in

copper, £50, tom

dixon, 020 3696

4950, tomdixon.net.

3| These elegant
scissors in Japanese
stainless steel come
with an equally
attractive vintage-
style sleeve.
Gold scissors, £15, 

tools to liveby 

at lagom design,

0333 123 0101,

lagomdesign.co.uk. 

lIGhteN UP Enjoy 

a neon fash with the brilliant

orange-handled Downton duffel,

H20xW36xD14cm, £95, by

husband-and-wife design team  

Samuel Lewis Windridge and 

Katie Forbes of Forbes & 

Lewis, forbesandlewis.com. 

This classic Edwardian-

style carpet bag with  

a modern twist has a 

waterproof canvas

body, making it the 

perfect partner for 

shopping this spring. 
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TRAVEL

PARIS

BRUSSELS

LILLE

London TheaTre break

Enjoy a night at the theatre and an overnight stay 
at a central London hotel, from £75 per person.

BREAK IncLUdES:

n A ticket to one of the following 

top West End shows: Wicked; 

The Lion King; War Horse;  

Cats; Matilda the Musical; Miss 

Saigon; Billy Elliot the Musical; 

Jersey Boys; Les Misérables;  

The Phantom of the Opera;  

The Commitments; Beautiful; 

Memphis; Charlie and the 

Chocolate Factory.

n One night’s accommodation  

at a four- or five-star hotel  

in central London.

n Optional discounted rail 

travel from your local station.
eurosTar escapes

Two nights, from £153 per person.

cITY BREAKS IncLUdE:

n Two nights in a choice of four- 

and five-star European hotels.

n Return Eurostar travel from 

London, with check-in only  

30 minutes before departure.

n Upgrades to Standard  

Premier seats are available.

n Departures on 15 June  

for Bruges and Brussels, on  

20 July for Lille, Antwerp and 

Ghent, and on 1 July for Paris.

Destination PRiCe fRom

Brussels £169

Paris	 £153

Lille £157

Bruges £177

Antwerp £170

Ghent £178

To BooK, cALL 01904 420461 And qUoTE HomES & GARdEnS 
oR vISIT SUPERBREAK.com/HomESAndGARdEnS 

terms and conditions Prices are per person, based on two people sharing and subject to availability. Images are used in conjunction with SuperBreak Mini Holidays. The offer is operated by and subject to the booking conditions of SuperBreak Mini Holidays ABTA Y1453, 

ATOL 1015 – a company wholly independent of Time Inc (UK) Ltd. When you respond, Time Inc (UK) Ltd and other group companies may contact you with offers/services that may be of interest. Please give your mobile phone or email details if you wish to receive such offers 

by SMS or email. We will not give your details to other companies without your permission; let us know if you are happy for us to do so. Departures based on 15 June for Bruges and Brussels, 20 July for Lille, Antwerp and Ghent, and 1 July for Paris. Many more dates available.



STAY
The recently refurbished  

Tickton Grange, ticktongrange.

co.uk, is a Georgian country

house hotel with elegant rooms

decorated in neutral hues. In  

its top-notch restaurant, Hide,

renowned chef David Nowell

serves a menu full of local,

seasonal produce. Double rooms 

start at £120 with breakfast.  

For luxury self-catering in a

woodland setting, Broadgate

Farm Cottages, broadgatefarm

cottages.co.uk, is just two miles

away and has converted barn

options, plus the extra-spacious

Cart House, which opens this

summer. Prices start at £297  

for a two-night stay in Foldyard

Cottage, which sleeps four. 

eAT
East Yorkshire is experiencing a

foodie moment and Beverley is

leading the way with its quirky

cafés and delis piled high with

seasonal produce. The silky-

textured lattes at Lempicka Café,

lempicka.co.uk, are made with

freshly roasted beans, and the

cakes are simply divine. For fne

dining without fuss, Whites,

whitesrestaurant.co.uk, excels at

beautifully cooked, imaginative

dishes. A short drive away is the

Michelin-starred Pipe and Glass

Inn, pipeandglass.co.uk, a former

coaching inn where you’ll fnd

delicious food in comfortable pub

surroundings. Another highlight is

the medieval market, famed for

its local cheese and sausages.

Shop
Carol Bird Interiors, carolbird

interiors.co.uk, has everything

you need for a spring refresh,

including a stunning fabric

collection. There is a beautiful

selection of gifts at lifestyle store

The Pamperhouse, thepamper

house.com, or if you’re looking for

antiques and collectables, head

to the St Crispin Antique Centre,

stcrispinantiquecentre.co.uk.

Hand-crafted furniture in English

oak and walnut with a modern

twist can be found at the recently

opened store of acclaimed

designers Galvin Brothers,

galvinbrothers.co.uk. For heavenly

fowers and an exclusive range  

of giftware, try Miss Elle’s,

missellesforistbeverley.co.uk.

viSiT
Beverley is an architectural

delight; its breathtaking medieval

minster, theheritagetrail.co.uk, is

one of the fnest Gothic churches

in Europe, while the Georgian

Quarter is flled with interesting

architecture and listed buildings.

Art lovers will enjoy Beverley Art

Gallery, museums.eastriding. 

gov.uk, which hosts a fascinating

range of exhibitions and works by

local artists. If fat racing is more

your thing, Beverley Racecourse,

beverley-racecourse.co.uk, is

world famous. If time permits,

include a walk in the Wolds in

your itinerary – there are plenty

of beauty spots in the area.  

For more information, go to

visithullandeastyorkshire.com.

GREAT ESCAPE

BEVERLEY

This pretty market town is Yorkshire’s
best-kept secret, with a winning mix  
of Gothic minster, cobbled lanes and a
great choice of places to browse and graze
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5| For contemporary
hand-crafted furniture,
visit the Galvin Brothers
store on Hull Road.  
6| The northern entrance 
to the town is marked  
by a striking ancient
gateway, the North Bar.

1| Buy artisan
wares and local
produce at the
vibrant Saturday
market. 2| Take 
a leisurely stroll
along the banks of
the town’s canal.
3| Beverley
Racecourse’s flat
season begins on 
15 April. 4| The
medieval minster.

2|

1| 

3|

4|

5|

6|
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WO R D S  S A R A H  W I L S O N  P H OTO G R A P H S  A LU N  C A L L E N D E R

We visit the West Sussex studio of this award-winning designer-maker, whose 
simple, functional and superbly crafted pieces are contemporary classics

FURNITURE DESIGNER

KATIE WALKER
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OPPOSITE PAGE Katie Walker with
her Windsor rocker, winner of the
Furniture category of the Wood
Awards, 2011. The chair is made 
from a continuous band of 
steam-bent ash with a solid seat
supported by turned spindles that
resemble the spokes of a wheel.
THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM

ABOVE LEFT Traditional methods
are used to make the components of
a 3D model; the Marilyn side table;
Katie at her work bench, creating a
small-scale model of a chair; a 
one-off version of the Windsor
rocker, featuring a white leather
riempie (thong) seat.
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W
ith a design approach similar to that 

of a fashion house, Katie Walker

produces “couture” furniture for 

shows, galleries and one-o≠ commissions,

while creating a “ready to wear” collection

under her own label. Characterised by  

their simple elegance and inspired by the

mathematical perfection of nature, her pieces

are a distinctive combination of function and

sculptural structure. Recently, her work has

been introduced to a wider audience through

collaborations with design-led retailers such

as Benchmark, John Lewis and Heal’s.

Tell us a little about your background?  

My passions have always been sculpture and

architecture. As a child, I was forever engrossed

in art projects. Both of my parents were

graphic designers and I have fond memories

of growing up in London in the Seventies and

Eighties, meeting lots of inspirational people

at my father’s studio. After completing a

foundation year in art at Kingston University

my love of design led me into furniture. I took

a degree in furniture and related product

design at Ravensbourne, followed by an MA

in furniture design at the Royal College of Art. 

How did the business take shape? I set up my

practice in 1994, after receiving commissions

at my fnal RCA show. My formative years

were spent working as a designer-maker on

corporate and private commissions, and

developing the inaugural pieces in the Katie

Walker Collection, some of which are still

available. During this time, I was awarded a

grant from the Crafts Council and a loan from

the Prince’s Youth Business Trust, which

allowed me to set up my workshop. I still use

the original machinery for developing designs, 

but the furniture is produced in larger, more

specialised workshops elsewhere. 

Where do you fnd inspiration? I draw

mainly on visual references from fne art and

sculpture, aiming to combine these disciplines

with practical design, architectural detailing

and the geometric patterns found in nature.  

I am constantly looking for ideas that can

trigger a fresh solution to structural problems.

My inspiration for the Ribbon rocking chair

was the combined feel of the sculptural forms

of Constructivist Naum Gabo and Japanese

basketware. For the Windsor rocker, I applied

the techniques behind the creation of

Windsor chairs to the concept of the Ribbon

chair. It was something of a eureka moment

when the form emerged as a perfect translation

of the wheelwright’s craft – the spindles are

made in the same way as spokes.

Where are materials sourced? I work

predominantly in European hardwoods –

ash, oak and cherry – and American walnut. 

All of the timber I use is renewable and

sustainably sourced, mostly from the UK.  

I frmly believe the most ecologically sound

approach is to source materials locally and 

to design with longevity in mind. 

Can you describe your design process? I

usually start with words that relate to the

form or feel I’m looking for. Then I search for

visual references – this could be just a part of

a shape or a sense of something . The initial

ideas vary from being fully fedged, as with

the Windsor rocker, to barely recognisable. 

At this stage, I might show my sketches to

someone else as a reality check. My husband,

Roland, an RCA graduate, is my harshest 

critic. Following this, I create a scale model;

even with computer modelling, I believe a  

3D version is unbeatable in terms of getting

the concept across and giving the client

something physical to handle. Next, I move on

to the drawing board for full-sized detailing,

then fnally prototyping. Sometimes,

especially with a more innovative piece,

multiple prototypes are needed to get it right;

some projects have taken years to produce. 

Talk us through a typical day. My days  

vary enormously. They can be spent in the

studio creating concepts or tackling business

tasks such as invoicing, accounts and

marketing; in my workshop, building models 

or prototypes; visiting the workshops where 

my furniture is made; meeting prospective

customers, retailers or galleries; or on the road,

delivering fnished pieces. While I essentially

work on my own, over the years numerous

friends and family members have been involved

with the business, as well as the dedicated

craftsmen in workshops around the country

who have been willing to push the boundaries

of traditional processes to realise my designs.

My daughters, Kinna, 12, and Jemima, eight,

are very familiar with the furniture workshops

and the exhibitions. It gives me great pleasure

to see how interested they are in my work.

What’s next? I have lots of fresh ideas 

that I am keen to develop. I’m working on

some exciting one-offs with Contemporary

Applied Arts, and the Heal’s collaboration 

is continuing with new projects in the

pipeline. Even after 20 years, in some ways 

I feel that I’m only just beginning. l

Katie Walker Furniture, 07747 615323,

katiewalker furniture.com.
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With inspirations ranging 

from Asia to Art Deco, this

season’s fabrics ofer a wealth 

of striking pattern and colour
S T Y L I N G  F I N O L A  I N G E R 

P H O T O G R A P H S  K R I S T I N  P E R E R S

THE LOOK

THE NEW
COLLECTIONS

FLORAL SPLENDOUR
The latest designs are infuenced by the beauty of a traditional English garden.

FROM TOP Jeffery Rose Tree in Orchard 06655105C, velvet,

138cm wide, £120m; Floral Clay in Wood Fairy 06675102A,

linen, 140cm wide, £85m; both Liberty. Avalon in Colour 01,

cotton mix, 150cm wide, £95m, Sheila Coombes at Brian Yates.
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CITRUS BRIGHTS
Refreshing shades, from
acid yellow to chartreuse
and lime, will add a burst
of colour to your home.

FURNITURE Trellis chairs,

H94xW46xD54cm, from £750

each; Trellis chairs with arms,

H94xW53xD54cm, from £860

each; all Leporello. CF2 Rosen

chairs, H95xW49xD38cm, from

£229 each, Scumble Goosie. 

FABRIC (Front row, left) Song

Garden in Chartreuse 175751,

linen, 137cm wide, £162.40m,

Schumacher. (Front row, right)

Daiquiri in Chartreuse F0745/02,

cotton, 137cm wide, £14m, 

Clarke & Clarke. (Folded on chair,

from top) Mannar in Chartreuse

F6711-04, viscose mix, 141cm

wide, £75m; Slane in Chartreuse

F6695-03, linen mix, 142cm wide,

£69m; both Osborne & Little.

Edwin in Anis Green L9025-05,

viscose mix, 140cm wide, £79m,

Larsen at Colefax and Fowler. 

(Middle row, left) Cheyne in 004,

cotton mix, 145cm wide, £30m,

Blendworth. (Folded on chair)  

On the Edge in Sunny Ivory,

polyester mix, 136cm wide, 

£130m, Dedar. (Middle row, right)

Vallorcine in Endive 10550-30,

wool mix, 140cm wide, £73.50m,

Nobilis. (Draped on chair) Cassia

in Peridot 331949, cotton mix,

140cm wide, £98m, Zofany. 

(Back row, from left) Connect

Dots in Yellow CNN25822103,

polyester mix, 140cm wide, 

£56.35m, Casadeco. Classic

Ombre in Sunray, cotton, 142cm

wide, £50.70m, Robert Allen.

Javier in Amarillo GDT 5188 004,

cotton, 140cm wide, £74.60m,

Gastón y Daniela at Abbott &

Boyd. Boost in Lime K5122/01,

cotton mix, 140cm wide, £62m,

Kirkby Design. 
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INTRICATE PAISLEY
An enduring favourite, this classic motif in lavish 

shades brings richness to any scheme. 

FABRIC (Clockwise from front,

draped over chair) Isabella in 

Malachite Red/Green, wool mix,

132cm wide, £165m, de Le Cuona. 

Diva in 02 Garbo, cotton mix, 140cm

wide, £256.68m, Lizzo. (Chair cover) 

Dharma in Persian Blue M425/05,

linen, 130cm wide, £105m, Mark 

Alexander. (Folded on chair, from top)

Grasse in Rose Indien 04854/04,

linen, 141cm wide, £90m, Manuel 

Canovas at Colefax and Fowler.

Lisières in Red/Forest 6222-1,  

cotton mix, 137cm wide, £98m, 

Marvic Textiles. Rialto 1-4150-091,

viscose mix, 140cm wide, £232.10m,

Jab Anstoetz. (Chair cover) Ring In 

in Water, viscose mix, 137cm wide, 

£82.20m, Robert Allen. (Draped 

over chair) Rothley in Aubergine

331906, viscose mix, 145cm wide, 

£72m, Zofany. (On chair by 

window) La Paiva in Multicolore

B7598001, linen mix, 132cm wide, 

£273.60m; (on chair, right) Le 

Palais Imperial in Multicolore

B7597001, silk mix, 134cm wide, 

£273.60m; both Pierre Frey.
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DECO GLAMOUR
Shimmering satins and velvets patterned with geometric shapes and interlocking lines o≠er a modern take 

on classic Art Deco design, while eye-catching metallic highlights bring an extra touch of opulence. 

FABRICS (Around pillar) Madagascar Wool, silk/wool mix, 140cm wide,

£108m, The Silk Gallery. (Front, from left) Prodigy in Aegean 6085/04,

polyester mix, 134cm wide, £264m, Pollack at Altfeld. Verona in Moonlight

VER01, viscose mix, 139cm wide, £89m, Evitavonni. (Middle row, from left,  

under painting) Phalguna in Blue 35920572, cotton mix, 138cm wide, £59.20m, 

Casamance. Schiaparelli in Mercury Z372/03, viscose mix, 142cm wide, 

£145m, Zinc Textile. Holika in Blue 35930673, cotton mix, 138cm wide, 

£59.20m, Casamance. (In front of back right pillar) Eloquence in Pink

35680470, polyester mix, 144cm wide, £55.20m, Camengo. (Back) 

Murano in Opaque MUR02, 140cm wide, viscose mix, £89m, Evitavonni.
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OP ART 

These black and white
optical prints are inspired
by the 1960s art of
Bridget Riley and Josef
Albers. Linear patterns
and abstract geometrics
create a strikingly
dynamic effect.

FABRIC (From top) Short-Cuts in

Silver T15009, cotton mix, 144cm

wide, £187m, Dedar. Fusion in Gris

et Noir F2994001, polyester mix,

134cm wide, £146.40m, Pierre Frey.
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NATURE’S GREENS
Showcasing designs of trailing ivy and jungle fora, these fabrics feature a palette that embraces the 

spectrum of hues found in foliage, from the blue notes of teal and viridian to the fresh shades of jade and fern.

FURNITURE Trellis chair, H94xW46xD54cm, from £750, Leporello.

FABRICS (On chairs, from left) Robin Jeffery Rose Tree in Landscape 06675104B,

linen, 140cm wide, £85m, Liberty. Hedera in Green 224336, cotton, 136cm wide, 

£47m, Sanderson. Leander in Jade 7714/05, linen mix, 138cm wide, £55m,

Romo. Ruskin in Turchese 30126-15, polyester, 135cm wide, £118m, Rubelli.

(Draped on chair) Cambumbé B109, cotton mix, 140cm wide, £99m, Barbara

Osorio Fabrics. (Folded on chair) Moderna 1010612686, polyester mix, 147cm wide,

£100m, Zimmer+Rohde. (Draped on balcony) Mudprint in Green, linen, 135cm

wide, £120m, Kit Kemp for Christopher Farr Cloth. (Around pillar) Jungle-Like

CH2813-030, viscose mix, 140cm wide, £78.50m, Chivasso at Jab Anstoetz.
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TROPICAL TWIST
There’s a boldness to 
this over-scaled foral,
which has a delicate
watercolour wash.

FABRIC Paradise in Gooseberry/

Blueberry/Zest 120353, viscose

mix, 137cm wide, £56m, Harlequin.
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DEEP INDIGO
This inky hue is still at the fore, with shades ranging from dark ocean through sapphire, midnight blue, 

ultramarine, royal blue and turquoise. Geometric weaves, painterly patterns and block-print designs all feature. 

FABRIC (Left chair cover) Pebble Beach in Deep Sea JJH1042/07, cotton 

mix, 132cm wide, £260m, Jed Johnson at Tissus d’Hélène. (Folded on  

chair, from top) Gelim Stripe LW 21816, linen mix, 145cm wide, £152.40m,

Lewis & Wood. i-Flower in Blue 1784-01, cotton mix, 138cm wide, £75m, 

Ian Sanderson. Delilah in Blue and Linen W79622, cotton, 137cm wide,  

£74m, Thibaut. Mando in Duck Egg/Ivory MLF2256-03, 

cotton mix, 140cm wide, £85m, Lorca at Osborne & Little. (Right chair cover)

Bramble in Indigo/Mineral 224463, linen, 138cm wide, £55m, Morris & Co. 

(Draped over chair) Bee’s Knees in Indigo Blue 10287-002, linen, 147cm wide,

£158m, Donghia. (Folded on chair, from top) Shock Wave in Midnight 54862,

silk mix, 128cm wide, £810m, Schumacher. Xenon in Klein Z409/05,

polyester, 137cm wide, £95m, Zinc Textile.
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NOTES FROM 
THE ORIENT

Traditional motifs take 
their cue from luxurious 

kimono fabric designs and 
chinoiserie prints.

FABRICS (Folded on stool, from 

top) Eden in Turquoise 3574/07, 

silk, 140cm wide, £158m; Carmen 

in Turquoise 3575/07, silk, 140cm 

wide, £182m; both Jim Thompson 

at Fox Linton. (Covering stools,  

from front) Shanshui in Cloud 

FDG2260/01, viscose mix, 140cm 

wide, £125m; Winter Palace in 

Indigo FDG2297/01, linen, 137cm 

wide, £75m; both Designers Guild. 

Chinoise 2676-02, cotton mix, 

137cm wide, £131.40m, Sahco. 

Upstream in Kelp Col316, cotton 

mix, 140cm wide, £45m, Jefrey 

Allan Marks for Baker Lifestyle at 

GP&J Baker. Mystic LF1746C/2, 

linen, 137cm wide, £49.90m, 

Metropolis Collection at Linwood 

Fabrics. Caracalla in Poivre  

0550-05, viscose mix, 138cm wide, 

£89.50m, Lelievre. Sagano in Giallo, 

cotton mix, 137cm wide, £163m, 

Colony. (On top of stool) Effie in 

Saffron 10284-03, viscose mix, 

137cm wide, £182m, Donghia. l 

WHERE TO BUY, PAGE 205 
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W o r d s  S u i  K e e  S e a r l e  P h oto g r a P h s  F r a n c K  B e l

Stray off the beaten path and forage for the favoursome leaves and
fowers of Allium ursinum, one of nature’s most bountiful spring foods

Wild garlic
In SeaSon
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This spring, pass by damp woodlands and country

hedgerows with your olfactory senses fnely tuned and chances are

you will catch the earthy but fresh scent that signals the season of

wild garlic is upon us. Follow your nose into the undergrowth and

you are sure to discover the source, a carpet of garlicky leaves and

star-shaped white fowers. Delicious in soups, salads and risottos,

this wild bounty is a forager’s delight. 

A member of the onion family, Allium ursinum shares the same

genus as onions, garlic and chives. It is known by several common

names including wild garlic, ramsons, bear’s garlic and wood garlic.

All parts of the plant are edible, but it is the favoursome leaves

and fowers that are most sought after for the home kitchen and

fashionable restaurants alike. 

The broad, tapering, bright-green leaves are distinguishable by

a strong smell of garlic when crushed. A word of warning, however:

when picking to eat, take care not to confuse the leaves with those

of lily of the valley or Colchicum autumnale (meadow sa≠ron).

Both of these woodland plants look similar to wild garlic, but they

are inedible and highly poisonous. 

above The white fowers of

Allium ursinum emerge from a

papery-thin covering from

early April through to June. 

top left Preferring damp,

shady conditions, wild garlic

can be found blanketing the

ground on wooded banks and

alongside streams and rivers. 

left Umbels of pretty white

fowers are held on erect stems

above the foliage. The garlicky

smell of the plant is stronger

once the fowers bloom.

opposite page When

foraging, pick the leaves and

fowers towards the bottom of

the stems, leaving the bulbs

and roots in the ground.
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n A hardy, bulbous, herbaceous

perennial, wild garlic can grow

in any damp soil. If you have 

the space and a woodland

garden, then this could be the

perfect plant to naturalise,

providing you with a personal

supply of ramsons, from late

winter through to early summer. 

n The plant is best grown

under the shade of deciduous

trees, in woods, valleys, 

copses or other damp (but 

not waterlogged), shady sites.

n Sow seeds in pots in a cold

frame in spring or directly on

bare ground in late summer 

or autumn. You can also 

plant bulbs in autumn; these

should be placed fairly deeply 

in situ. Wild garlic grows

extremely vigorously and  

can easily become invasive  

if conditions are favourable. 

above Perfect for adding to

soups and stir-fries, wild garlic

leaves have a slightly milder

favour than garlic cloves. 

top left Although all parts  

of the plant are edible, the

favoursome leaves and fowers

are most prized. The white 

star-shaped fowers can be

eaten raw or cooked, and 

used to decorate salads.

left Wild garlic leaves can be

used as a substitute for basil 

in a fresh pesto: delicious with

pasta or spread on crostini.

Grow your own 
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This monTh, we bring you a medieval Bavarian castle filled with

contemporary art (page 80), a touch of glamour in a beautifully styled

1930s sydney home (page 93) and a renovated London town house 

full of clever design ideas (page 102). Rich heritage and colonial

character shine through in an expertly refurbished house (page 116)

and our Arts and Crafts-inspired garden offers the perfect mix of 

a box parterre and show-stopping perennials (page 110). 
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Our choice of irresistible homes and beautiful gardens

iNspiriNg spaces
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Wonderfully whimsical, this

14th-century Bavarian castle 

may be flled with contemporary

art and striking design, but it is

also a cherished family home

Wo r d s  R e b e c c a  Dav i e s

P h oto g r a P h s  H e l e n i o  b a R b e t ta

Triumph of
fancy

MEDIEVAL CASTLE



SITTING ROOM

Old and new are drawn
together by accents of
yellow in the sunburst 
of neon lights, the
contemporary chairs 
and the painted detail 
on the original ceiling.
Neon blind lights by Aylin

Langreuter at Galerie

Wittenbrink, 0049 89 260 

55 80, galeriewittenbrink.

de. Nub BU 1440 chairs, 

£1,400 each, Patricia

Urquiola for Andreu 

World at Cavigioli, 020

7792 2522, cavigioli.

squarespace.com. Tufty-

Time sofa, £7,574, Patricia

Urquiola at B&B Italia, 020

7591 8111, bebitalia.com.

Decolourised Carpet

Reloaded rug, from £568,

Golran at Moroso, 020

3328 3560, moroso.it. 
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SITTING ROOM

A trompe l’oeil
bookcase (left) 
makes a witty focal
point, while adding  
a sense of depth. In
one corner of the
room (below right) 
the Function Follows
Fairytale light
installation sums  
up Aylin’s work
philosophy: “As an
artist, creativity
always comes frst.”
The antique tiled 
stove dates from  
the 16th century.
Come As You Are

serving trolley, £910,

Dante Goods and Bads

at Mint, 020 7225 2228,

mintshop.co.uk.

Diamond chair, £1,056,

Harry Bertoia at Knoll, 

020 7236 6655, 

knoll-int.com. Similar

ceramic stools, from 

£345, Orchid, 020 7384

2443, orchidfurniture.

co.uk. For a similar

antique tiled stove, 

try Theo Holtebrinck, 

0049 08046 1748,

antike-kacheloefen.de.

ENTRANCE HALL

As you enter the castle
(above right), one of
the frst pieces that
catches the eye is the
colourful quadriptych
entitled Practical
Pictures (far right),
which was made  
by Aylin out of old
computer casings.
Memoir coat rack, 

£540, Dante Goods and

Bads at Mint, 020 7225

2228, mintshop.co.uk.  

EXTERIOR

The castle (above far
right), which was built
in 1357, sits in the
middle of the village.
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 W
hat do you get when an

artist and an industrial

designer set up house

together in a medieval

Bavarian castle? The 

answer is an unconventional, multifunctional

family home that would not look out of 

place illustrating the pages of a modern-day

fairy tale. The castle in question belongs to

industrial designer Christophe de la Fontaine

and artist Aylin Langreuter, co-founders of

cutting-edge design brand Dante Goods 

and Bads. The couple fell in love with the 

property, which is situated in an idyllic village

in the Bavarian Forest, while hunting for a

home large enough to accommodate them-

selves and their two young children, as well as 

their expanding business. 

AN ART GALLERY AT HOME

Walking from room to room is like taking a

stroll around a contemporary art gallery.

Extraordinary pieces catch the eye at every

turn, from the sunburst of light strips clustered

around one corner of the sitting room door to

the fantasy artwork in the main bedroom, fea-

turing a burning car that looks as if it is about

to crash out of the picture. Aylin created many

of these pieces herself, so it is a surprise when

she seems baffed by the suggestion that the

collection is in any way curated. “As an artist,

it’s all about the creation of the art. Once the

piece exists, my work is done. Where it sits is

not so important.” 

This may be modesty on the part of

someone with an artistic eye, but Christophe

describes a similarly effortless approach when

it comes to the rest of the decorating. “We are

not interior designers,” he says. “We don’t go

in for moodboards and things like that. We

already had most of the artwork and furniture

in our former fat in Milan, so we simply went

with our instincts and made everything ft in

wherever there was space.” Thus, antique

pieces sit casually alongside mid-century 

STUDIO

While preparing the
room for decorating,
Aylin and Christophe
discovered a medieval
banner (above left)
around the top of the
walls, which they chose
to leave on display.
Similar lacquered 

table, Bramante

extending dining table, 

£499, Made.com,  

0344 257 1888.  

EA 108 aluminium

swivel chairs, £916.22

each, Charles & Ray

Eames at Vitra, 020

7608 6200, vitra.com.

KITCHEN 

To create a room
within a room, a 
work unit was built
beneath the original
chimney hood (left). 



DINING ROOM

This atmospheric
space, with its
beautiful vaulted
ceiling and simple
decoration, once
served as a game store. 
Similar chairs, New York

chair, £609 each, ICF at

Design Icons, 0845 241

3500, designicons.

co.uk. Boat-shaped

table in natural walnut

veneer, £2,723.84,

Charles & Ray Eames at

Vitra, 020 7608 6200,

vitra.com. Artwork,

Veronika Hilger,

veronika-hilger.com. 
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BATHROOM

On the frst foor, 
what used to be a
small bathroom and
part of a corridor 
were combined to
create this airy space.
Similar slipper bath,

Shropshire bath,  

£1,625, Victoria+Albert, 

020 7351 4378,

vandabaths.com.

Artwork, Klaus

Fürmaier, 0049 

176 2351 9525,

klausfuermaier.de. 

LIBRARY

One of the smallest
rooms in the castle,
the library (left and
far left) has been
painted a deep shade
of grey to make it feel
intimate and cosy.
606 Universal shelving

system, £50 a shelf,

Dieter Rams at Vitsoe, 

020 7428 1606, vitsoe.

com. Similar paint, 

Grey Moss, Intelligent

Matt Emulsion, £21 

for 1 litre, 0845 880

5855, Little Greene,

littlegreene.com.
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GUEST BEDROOM

Understated window
dressings and
judicious use of
furniture (right and
top right) allow the
room’s architectural
details, accentuated in
wine red, to sing out.
Similar kilim rug, from

around £400, Etsy, etsy.

com. Similar wall paint,

Yellow Ground, Estate

Emulsion, £38 for  

2.5 litres, Farrow & 

Ball, 01202 876141, 

farrow-ball.com.  

modern classics and contemporary designs

from the Dante label. “I think the reason it

works is because the castle is unique and so are

our pieces,” says Christophe. “It’s best to match

strong with strong.” 

This approach may suit a grand old castle,

but would their striking designs, which include

intriguing Voodoo chairs, folding fur-lined

seats and elephant foot side tables, be for

everybody? “I think that if someone appreci-

ates the thought behind one of our pieces, 

then it will fit perfectly into their home,

regardless of what kind of interior they have,”

says Christophe. 

A PERSONAL TESTING GROUND

The couple like to try out their designs before

revealing them to the public by using their

home as a testing ground. The pieces make

their way from the drawing board in  

the studio to production in the workshop

before arriving in the sitting room. “From the

moment a prototype is created, we live with it,”

says Christophe. “It’s nice to be able to test 

our pieces in the real world and see them at 

different times of day, the way a client would

experience them. On the one hand, you could

consider it a bit arrogant that we have our own

designs on display, but they’re changing all the

time, so it’s more like we’re trialling them.”

FUNCTION AND FORM

Having a home flled with precious art and 

furniture may not seem all that compatible

with having a young family. However, the way

Christophe and Aylin see it, this is the ultimate

way to test a product’s functionality. 

“The children are not particularly aware

that these are designer pieces and they are 

not necessarily careful around them either,”

says Christophe. “If the prototype of a tripod

chair topples over because our little boy is

climbing on it, then we know that we need to

modify it to make it more stable. Sharing 

the experience of our designs with our children

is just one of the many ways in which we live

with our work every day.” l
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MAIN BEDROOM

The gothic fantasy
artwork featured  
in the seating area 
(above) adds a
dramatic touch to 
the shell pink room,
where furniture 
has been kept low 
to emphasise the 
high ceilings. 
Nub bench, £1,880,

Andreu World at

Cavigioli, 020 7792

2522, cavigioli.

squarespace.com. 

Chab table (right), 

£564, De Padova at

Made in Design,  

020 7692 4001,

madeindesign.co.uk. 

For a similar vintage

rug, try Farnham

Antique Carpets, 01252

851215, farnham

antiquecarpets.com.

Extraordinary 
pieces catch the eye at
every turn, including
the fantasy artwork in

the main bedroom.
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n Use surface-mounted specialist

spotlights to illuminate larger

pieces. Create a focal point by

lighting only a specifc artwork,

so that it almost seems to pop

out of the setting. This tactic

works well against dark walls.

n Artwork for walls can be a 

fexible concept: as well as the

obvious items such as paintings

and photographs, I’ve used three-

dimensional objects – from a

prized vintage Vespa to animal

skeletons – to adorn walls.

n Grouping together collectable

objects, such as antique badges

or buckles, in a wall-mounted

glass case that is lit from within

creates an intriguing display 

that is full of interest.

n Position ceramic vases and other

sculptural forms of contrasting

shapes and sizes together for an

eye-catching effect, or hang plates

on the wall in a perfect circle to

make a bold statement.

n Textiles can make appealing

artworks. Display them in a deep

box frame to allow the piece to

breathe. You can also line the

inside of the frame with fabric  

to replicate the effect of a 

textile installation.

n For a more casual look, try

attaching curtain rings to larger

textiles and hanging them from

poles fxed to the wall.

n When displaying glass, I like  

to add a small light within the

shelf and position the pieces so

that they sit on the light source. 

This allows their form to be

highlighted and looks magical if

you have a large group of objects.

n Lighting sculptural forms from

the side or above will cast beautiful

shadows on the wall behind.

Godrich Interiors, 020 7229 3966,

godrichinteriors.com. l

how to display

Ed Godrich
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be inspired

collecting art 
Use contemporary pieces to create a unique home like

that of Christophe de la Fontaine and Aylin Langreuter

paInT IT BLack
For an element of drama, select

an artwork in dark shades, such

as Through the Darkness, £2,400,

by Janey sharratt. When deciding

how to illuminate deeper hued

pictures, note that they are  

best lit by blue-toned Led bulbs.

see more of sharratt’s work at

Highgate Contemporary Art, 

020 8340 7564, highgateart.com. 

precious metals
Three-dimensional metal wall hangings

range from decorative to abstract in

style and look striking on a neutral wall.

Metalwork, £1,650, curtis Jere at henry

Saywell, 020 781 1774, henrysaywell.com.

ScuLpTuraL BeauTy
Make a focal point of ceramics by displaying them

on a plinth. This A Bird on My Head sculpture, 

£750, is by up-and-coming Taiwanese artist Chiu-i

Wu at bils and rye, 01439 748440, bilsandrye.com.

TrIBaL
TexTILeS

ethnic fabrics, such as this

Nigerian tribal headwear,

lend tactile, characterful

appeal. From £750, Joss

Graham, 020 7730 4370,

jossgraham.com.

fair trade
Design events and art fairs offer the

chance to browse a range of styles and

discover new names. Serious buyers

would like Islington’s London art fair,

londonartfair.co.uk; prices are high but so

is quality (emin and hirst have both sold

here in the past). The affordable art fair,

affordableartfair.com, offers beautiful

pieces but at accessible price points, and

The other art fair, theotherartfair.com,

every May, is an alternative show worth  

a visit. for craft, the most notable fair is

collect, craftscouncil.org.uk. To invest in

stars of the future, focus on the graduate

shows held by each art college or go to the

new Designers fair, newdesigners.com. 

Christophe and

Aylin have used

a trompe l’oeil

bookcase on a

plain white wall

to create a sense

of depth in their

sitting room.
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ART DECO HOUSE

All in the detail
Glamorous touches, vivid hues and

fashes of pattern enhance the fne

architecture of Stephanie Conley’s

1930s home in Sydney

Words  N ata l i e  Wa i N

PhotograPhs  F e l i x  Fo r e st

ENTRANCE HALL

The slender metal frames of the
table and ceiling lantern balance
each other, providing structure
and emphasising the generous
proportions of the space.
Gustavian three-light ceiling lantern 

in gilded iron with wax, $840, EF

Chapman at Visual Comfort & Co, 001

713 686 5999, visualcomfort.com. 
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SITTING ROOM

It took Stephanie two attempts to achieve this intense blue colour 
for the walls, the perfect match for the glorious views of Sydney
harbour. “The frst shade I tried wasn’t deep enough,” she recalls, 
“so we put an ultra-deep base coat underneath this one.”  

Vintage club chairs in Carnival 

in Green, £115m, Michael Szell at

Christopher Farr Cloth, 020 7349

0888, christopherfarrcloth.com.

Sea Pod wall light, £981, Emily 

Todhunter at Best & Lloyd,  

020 7610 9191, bestandlloyd.com. 

Walls in Denim Blue, Soft Sheen, 

£24.49 for 2.5 litres, Dulux,  

0333 222 7171, dulux.co.uk. 
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A 
s the spring sunshine streams down upon the

veranda of Stephanie Conley’s elegant Sydney

home, the promising sounds of clattering dishes

and clinking glasses drift out from the kitchen.

Stephanie appears moments later, balancing colour- 

ful earthenware plates piled high with olives, fgs and bruschetta.

“I lived in Rome for fve years, so the Mediterranean infuence has

rubbed off on my cookery a little,” she smiles.  

The home Stephanie shares with her husband, Oskar, and

two-year-old son, Hugo, in the city’s Woollahra district, is a feast

for the senses. Inside are cool, smooth marble and richly grained

glossy wooden foors, while tactile fabrics, swathes of colour and

pops of pattern surprise and delight in equal measure. However,

it was not always thus. “When we bought the house in 2011 it 

was in poor condition, but I could see it had the potential to be

beautiful,” recalls the fashion designer turned food blogger.  

Lofty ceilings, expansive bay windows and fragments of Art

Deco architecture caught Stephanie’s eye when she frst saw the

house, but she found its warren of rooms stifing. Removing a wall

between the kitchen and dining room created a generous family

living space (“It’s very relaxed; this is where we spend most of our

time”) and a fourth bedroom was sacrifced to make way for the

couple’s bathroom and a dressing room.

Having made the necessary structural changes, Stephanie drew

on her experience in fashion to pull together the interior. “It’s one

of my hobbies: buying things and renovating them,” she says. “In

many ways the house is quite eclectic, but it’s been carefully

thought through. I wanted it to feel sophisticated, but also to be

practical and easy to live in.”

Curtains in cream silk, sconces dripping in pearls and an 

elaborate silver Champagne cooler atop the marble dining table

bring an element of splendour to the sitting room. While these 
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touches reference Stephanie’s passion for the golden age of cinema,

it is her deep affnity for colour that defnes many of the rooms.

“Colour has always been important to me; it’s a very instinctive

thing,” she explains. 

The blue walls in the sitting room (“such a calming shade”)

were inspired by a house in Dallas that Stephanie had spotted 

in a magazine, while the sunshine yellow-coloured de Gournay 

wallpaper in the bedroom – one of her favourite rooms – bursts

with life. “I spotted this in London. I think a lot about how colours

and fabrics work together, but it’s important to allow a scheme to

develop organically, too,” she explains. 

Wandering through the house, Stephanie picks out pieces that

hold fond memories, many hinting at her passion for travel. “When

we go away, I’m always on the lookout for objects I can bring back,”

she says. A relaxed canvas featuring a smiling sun in the living

room evokes memories of an old friend (the owner of an art gallery

in Rome); a shop in Palm Springs yielded the playful print in the

cloakroom; and the silver Champagne cooler in the sitting room

was discovered while exploring a market in St Tropez. “I’m very

happy to mix things up. I really appreciate a blend of retro, classic

and contemporary pieces,” says Stephanie.

A cry from Hugo, waking from his afternoon nap, signals it is

time to leave. Dinner guests will be arriving soon and preparations

must be made. In between writing her cookery and entertaining

blog, The Hostess, and caring for her son, the busy entrepreneur

naturally gravitates to the kitchen where her creative streak

extends to devising recipes with the same care and attention that

she has lavished on her home. Ultimately, it is this dedication to

perfection coupled with her innate sense of style and vision for the

end result that are key to the success of Stephanie’s home. “As with

fashion and food, designing an interior you love is about using

self-expression to make something beautiful,” she concludes. l

DINING AREA

The marble table by the 
sitting room’s wide bay 
window (above, far left) is  
an impressive setting for the
couple’s frequent soirées.
Saarinen oval dining table in

Arabescato marble, £7,044, The

Conran Shop, 0844 848 4000,

conranshop.co.uk. For a similar

silver-plated wine cooler, try

Canonbury Antiques, 01707

644877, canonburyantiques.com.

VERANDA

This wonderful space  
(above, second left) reminds 
Stephanie of an Italian loggia.
It is fully glazed, so it keeps 
the heat out in summer and  
is warm in winter.
Similar rattan sofa, Alexander

Rose Hyacinth rattan lounge sofa,

£805, First Furniture, 0845 177

1199, frstfurniture.co.uk. 

SITTING ROOM

Stephanie spotted the artwork
above the sofa (left) during a
holiday in St Tropez. “Our
hotel was showing the artist’s 

work,” she explains. “We 
didn’t buy it, but when I
returned home and painted 
the walls, I knew it would  
be ideal and tracked it down 
to a gallery in Germany.”
Sofa in Essex Velvet, £76m,

Thibaut, thibautdesign.com.

Artwork by Anke Schaffelhuber, 

0049 89 78 79 79 100, anke-

schaffelhuber.com. For a similar

Art Deco-style side table, try 

The Old Cinema, 020 8995 4166,

theoldcinema.co.uk.

LIVING AREA

Formerly two rooms, a wall
was removed to create this
capacious open-plan space that
includes a seating area (above
left) and the kitchen (above
right). Slouchy sofas and
plump cushions have been
chosen for comfort. “It’s very
relaxed; there are no airs  
and graces in this part of the 
house,” says Stephanie.
Similar sofa, The Stella three-

seater in sofa in Taupe brushed

linen, from £1,440, Sofa.com, 

0345 400 2222. 
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KITCHEN

The kitchen is the heart of the
house, and is where Stephanie
spends much of her time devising
recipes for her blog, The Hostess.
“It’s quite a neutral space; I enjoy
the contrast with the dark colours
in the sitting room,” she says.
Similar ceiling light, small Apollo

suspended ceiling light, £2,760,

Charles Edwards, 020 7736 8490,

charlesedwards.com. Similar dining

chairs, Sydney dining chairs, from 

£502 plus 2m of fabric, The Dining

Chair Company, 020 7259 0422,

diningchair.co.uk.
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CLOAKROOM

In this joyfully famboyant 
space, a toile de Jouy wallpaper,
ornate mirror and marble 
basin vie for attention.
Etienne wallpaper 60106, £51 a

roll, Harlequin, 0845 123 6815,

harlequin.uk.com. Three-hole wall

basin tap 3705, £338, Perrin &

Rowe at Just Perrin, 01603 488770,

just-perrin.co.uk. 

DRESSING AREA

The soft curves of the glamorous
custom-made dressing table
reference the 1930s heritage  
of the house, while the striking
pairing of leopard print and
zigzag pattern lend a sense  
of fun with an exotic edge.
Similar dressing table, Shard

Diamond mirror dressing table, 

£349, Wren Living, 0345 127 7008,

wrenliving.com. Similar rug, Zig Zag

rug in Black, £69, Urban Outftters,

urbanoutftters.com.

MAIN BEDROOM

A vintage Art Deco armchair 
and elegant ombré curtains
bring a touch of Hollywood
allure (above). “I grew up
watching Doris Day and Sophia
Loren flms, so the glamorous
boudoir look is a favourite of
mine,” says Stephanie. “We were
in London when I spotted the
chinoiserie wallpaper (right). 
My husband, Oskar, was a little
hesitant, but I knew it would
work and he loves it now.”
For a similar vintage Art Deco

armchair, try Rupert Cavendish, 

020 7244 1078, rupertcavendish.

co.uk. Chelsea silk wallpaper, £552

a panel, De Gournay, 020 7352

9988, degournay.com. Carry Me

Home table, €249, Finnish Design

Shop, 00358 20 743 2530,

fnnishdesignshop.com.
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Finding an unfnished building project allowed Heidi Woodru≠ to exercise

her talent for interior design, while creating a new home for her family

Wo r d s  L i n da  C L ay t o n  P h oto g r a P h s  Ja k e  F i tz J o n e s

Looking up

RENOVATION PROJECT
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TOP FLOOR  

An impressive glazed roof 
(opposite page) allows light  
to food the landing, which  
leads to the boys’ bedrooms.
Structural glazing, from £20,000,

Trombé, 020 7688 6670, trombe.co.uk.

KITCHEN 

Torn over whether to hang a
collection of prints or one large
piece over the dining table, Heidi’s
mind was made up when she
spotted this mechanic’s tool panel
in an antiques shop. For seating
with a neat ft, a local carpenter
made a bespoke bench with leg
slots so it can be pushed right in.
Bespoke bench in Maremma 000146

in Yellow, linen, £98m, C&C Milano, 

020 7751 4554, cec-milano.com.
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KITCHEN

Heidi created a high-end
look in her kitchen by
adding solid marble
worktops and bespoke
doors to Ikea carcasses.
Kitchen cabinets, from 

£43 each, Ikea, 020 3645

0000, ikea.com/gb.

Bespoke carpentry in

Plummett, Estate Eggshell,

£53 for 2.5 litres, Farrow &

Ball, 01202 876141, farrow-

ball.com. Statuarietto

marble worktops, from 

£714sq m, Marble City, 020

8871  1191, marble-city.co.uk.

DEN 

Accents of purple and
plum give this basement
room, a favourite with 
the boys and their
friends, a cosy feel.
Similar chair, Hirshorn

Spitfre, £1,995, Andrew

Martin, 020 7225 5100,

andrewmartin.co.uk. For 

a similar rug, try Nomad

Rugs, 0044 415 401 8833,

nomadrugs.com. Dino

foor lamps, £695 each,

Gong, 07930 327772, gong.

co.uk. Frey armoire, from 

£3,250, Pinch, 020 7622

5075, pinchdesign.com.

GARDEN

Bi-folding doors allow
for a great extended
entertaining space
during the summer.
Ironwork garden chair,

£950, Puckhaber

Decorative Antiques,  

020 7385 2724,

puckhaberdecorative

antiques.com.

HOME OFFICE

Burnt orange, Heidi’s 
go-to colour for lifting
grey tones, makes a
warming addition  
to this dark study. 
Walls in Toga, Flat Emulsion,

£36 for 2.5 litres, David

Oliver Studio Collection at

Paint Library, 020 7823

7755, paint-library.co.uk.

Victor desk, £3,795,

Roberto Lazzeroni for

Lema at The Conran Shop,

0844 848 4000,

conranshop.co.uk.
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N
ot many people would be brave enough to take on a major

building renovation mid-completion, particularly if the

property lacked the fundamentals of roofng, fooring or any

form of kitchen. However, a project was exactly what Heidi

Woodruff was looking for when she decided to move from 

the country closer to London to be near to her children’s school. “The pre-

vious owners had dug out a large basement and started a major extension,

but had a change of heart and decided not to move in,” explains Heidi, who

shares her home with sons Hugo, 19, and Bertie, 17. “It was daunting at

times, but I loved the fact I could put my own stamp on it,” she says. 

Did you change any of the previous owners’ plans? Only marginally. The

glass foor that looks down into the basement from the kitchen was going

to be clear, but I chose a frosted one. I quite often wear skirts, so was willing

to sacrifce a small volume of light for modesty’s sake. A lot of major building

work still had to be done, but most of the materials were already on order

and the original architect kept an eye on things, so it wasn’t all bad.

How has the work changed the sense of space? The basement makes the

interior seem much larger; it has 13ft-high ceilings and an inner glass court-

yard that allows a shaft of daylight to slice through the core of the house.

Together with the open-plan kitchen and glass-lined staircase, from which

you can see sky on all four of the foors, it gives an amazing feeling of space. 

Who designed the interiors? I did. I’m not a professional interior designer,

but I’ve redecorated several of my own properties and I’ve also helped with

friends’ homes, so I already had lots of ideas. The annual Decorex exhibition

is a must-visit and I seek out antiques shops wherever I go in the world. 

I had a very clear idea of how I wanted the house to look.

What inspired the main colour palette? I fnd greys and neutrals calming

and easy to live with. Initially, I’d planned to lead with Farrow & Ball’s Corn-

forth White, which is an old favourite, but it just didn’t work with the natural

light here. Instead I chose Paint Library’s Slate in various gradations.

And the orange? I’ve always been drawn to burnt orange; it’s a gorgeous

shade and is great for lifting greys. I particularly love Paint Library’s Toga

in my offce, which works well with the walnut Roberto Lazzeroni desk and

wooden foors painted in Farrow & Ball’s Downpipe. The sharp contrast

between the walls and blue-grey foor creates a striking effect.

From where did you source the furnishings? I brought a few pieces with

me from our house in the country and had them recovered or reframed to

give them a new lease of life. For example, the ottoman in the bathroom

used to be in my old bedroom; I had it reupholstered and a removable thick

towelling cover made, so I can sit on it when I get out of the bath. I also

enjoy hunting for antiques in London’s Lillie Road and Golborne Road, and

in Tetbury in Gloucestershire. 

How did you make the space feel homely? My aim was to create a nest for

the three of us by using what I already had and then adding pieces when

funds allowed. Some items, such as my offce desk, were expensive, but I

don’t think of my possessions as investments; I usually buy things because

I love them and they feel right. A lot of my art and collectables cost less than

£20 a piece and they are just as treasured.

What is your smartest design move? I stole some space from the entrance

hall to make the sitting room bigger. The hall is now narrower by the front

door, but opens out into a good-sized hall with room for a mirror and a chest

of drawers. It was a dark area already, so I decided to play on that, hence

the dark-brown walls, which make the mirror stand out. l



ENTRANCE HALL

A smart oak chest of
drawers (above left) 
sits in the widest point 
of the hall (left), which
leads into the kitchen.
Ecouter mirror, £1,680;

Hobbs chest, £1,877;

both Julian Chichester, 

020 7622 2928,

julianchichester.com.

Yellow vase, £415, Michael

Reeves Associates, 020

7730 3009, michaelreeves

associates.co.uk. Sudbury

Moorit runner, £160m,

Roger Oates, 020 7351

2288, rogeroates.com.

SITTING ROOM

Heidi took a few feet
from the entrance hall 
to widen this room, for
which a fabric-covered
cabinet was designed  
to hide the television.
Minster sofa, £5,496,

George Smith, 020 7384

1004, georgesmith.co.uk.

Curtains in Etienne  

in Amethyst, £84m,  

Lewis & Wood, 01453

878517, lewisandwood.

co.uk. For similar antique

wallpaper roller lamps, try

Jimmi Spy, 07973 550512,

jimmispy.com. 
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MAIN BATHROOM

Two cantilevered shelves,
made by a local builder,
were all that was needed
to create an inexpensive
and practical vanity unit.
Urbi 6 basin, £409; Loft

basin mixer taps, £343; 

all Roca, 01530 830080, 

uk.roca.com. Antique

mirror, £1,200, Nimmo &

Spooner, 020 7385 2724,

nimmoandspooner.co.uk.

Tessera foor tiles in

Black and Grey, from 

£37.50sq m, Reed Harris, 

020 7751 8510, reedharris

architectural.com. 
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MAIN BEDROOM

This neutral scheme 
is lifted by pops of
burnt orange on the
headboard and bed.
Headboard in Fuzz

in Taffy, linen, £80m,

Studio Bon Textiles, 

00 1 214 370 8777,

studiobontextiles.com.

Malm two-drawer bedside

tables in Black/Brown, 

£35 each, Ikea, 020 3645

0000, ikea.com/gb. 

Ritz table lamps, £680

each excluding shades,

Nicholas Haslam,  

020 7730 8623,

nicholashaslam.com.

Walls in Slate II,

Household Emulsion, 

£41 for 2.5 litres, Paint 

Library, 020 7823 7755,

paint-library.co.uk.



a beautifully manicured box

parterre complements the

arts and crafts house. the

striking lacecap blooms of

Hydrangea macrophylla (below)

and the oversized fowers of  

H. arborescens ‘annabelle’ 

(right) help to counteract the

formal feel of the front garden.
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arts and crafts inspired

Wo r d s  Pat t i e  B a r r o n  P h oto g r a P h s  M a r i a n n e  M a j e ru s

From bright lime to chartreuse and emerald, the artful combination of 

verdant shades brings depth and character to this north London garden

Green peace
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Edged by Hydrangea

aspera ‘Villosa’ and

cottage garden

favourite Campanula

lactifora ‘Loddon

Anna’, this secluded

seating area is a lovely

spot from which to

enjoy the garden.
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W
hen you live in an Arts and Crafts property full of

character, it makes sense to let the house infuence

the style of the garden. “Our home has a strong per-

sonality and I loved the idea of the planting, as well

as the design, being sympathetic,” says Judy Green, 

who moved to the house in London’s leafy Hampstead 30 years ago

with her husband David, chairman of Colefax and Fowler, and her two

sons. “A lot of the previous owner’s heart and soul had gone into the

house, but little thought had been given to the garden,” she says.

Judy, however, is a plant enthusiast who has a popular garden store

under her own name in Hampstead’s Flask Walk. With the help of the

renowned landscape designer John Plummer, Judy transformed the

front garden from a humdrum collection of ferns to a box parterre that

synchronises perfectly with the Tudor-style arched front entrance, 

now fanked by two splendid orange-stemmed Japanese acers, with a 

Magnolia grandifora on either side. The badly neglected back garden

underwent an equally radical metamorphosis. There was little worth

salvaging here, except for a philadelphus, hawthorn tree and a mas-

sively overgrown bay tree that took up too much space, cast too much

shade and that somebody with a less keen eye than Judy’s might have

simply done away with. Now, there is a gently curving lawn that calmly 

carpets much of the 120-foot-long garden. The main border that runs

down one side is flled with three silvery eucalyptus, several thriving

hydrangeas and two winter-fowering viburnums, as well as perennials

that range from tall campanulas and agapanthus to ground-hugging

heucheras. Best of all, the monster bay tree has been turned from eye-

sore to asset after being pruned into light, elegant clouds that are kept

in check with twice-yearly shearing. 

Judy loves to entertain so the large Yorkstone terrace was an 

essential; “I needed room for a decent-sized dining table,” she says. A

more recent addition is the generously proportioned Hartley Botanic

greenhouse that David gave Judy for their 30th wedding anniversary

and which, she thinks, gives the garden a focus. More importantly, it is

a place where she can happily nurse ailing plants, pot up her favourite

succulents and sow summer annuals such as cosmos and Ammi majus

to use as border fllers. 

Hydrangeas are another one of Judy’s preferred plants and they 

suit the style of the house admirably. She has used several varieties

throughout: luscious white Hydrangea arborescens ‘Annabelle’ and

lacecap H. macrophylla in the front garden, while in the back, as 

well as these two varieties, there is the conical-fowered H. paniculata

next to the lime-green acer by the terrace, with the furry-leaved,  

Acer palmatum 

‘Sango-kaku’ offers 

a vibrant splash of

pale yellow outside

the greenhouse. 

LEFT Judy always

has a good supply

of succulents in

the greenhouse

ready to pot up.

RIGHT In a corner

of the terrace, a

Windsor seat from

Andrew Crace,

andrewcrace.com,

is fanked by

potted dahlias 

and a lollipop bay.

BELOW RIGHT

This pretty French

lavender makes a

charming display

in an old paint pot.
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GARDEN GUIDE

Orientation The front garden faces north-east; the back garden faces south-west.

Soil type Heavy clay with a neutral pH.

Special features A huge cloud-pruned bay tree and an interesting knot garden.

lilac-fowered H. aspera ‘Villosa’ in the long border. “The heavy clay 

soil here, which is so typical of London gardens, really suits them,” 

says Judy. “I fnd hydrangeas architecturally pleasing,” she adds. “I love

the moment when the white fowers start to turn a pale green. I cut the

fowers and dry them, and I always have plenty of blooms for the house.”

Judy’s speciality is planting seasonal containers, and she chooses the

vessel – zinc tub, weathered terracotta pot, glazed stoneware – with as

much care as the plant. She has adapted Beth Chatto’s gardening

mantra “right plant, right pot” and uses a subtle palette of blues, silvers,

and whites, alongside lilacs and purples. Green, however, is her favourite

plant colour, in all its foliage variants. “My family tell me I should use

more colour, but what they don’t realise is that green is a colour,” she

says. “When everything is in leaf and bathed in summer light, from the

bright green of the acers and the silvery hostas to the chartreuse 

Alchemilla mollis, that is all the colour I need.” l

A previously

overbearing bay tree

has been cloud pruned

to lend a lighter touch

to the lawn border.

Outside the

kitchen window,

an acer shelters a

pale gold heuchera

and a pink achillea.
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SITTING AREA

Intimately grouped
seating and crisp
cornicing define this 
living area within 
the open-plan space.
Similar coffee table, 

Long Island coffee table,

£119.90, Maisons du

Monde, 0808 234 2172,

maisonsdumonde.com.
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&
COLONIAL-STYLE HOME

W O R D S  S E R E N A  F O K S C H A N E R  P H O T O G R A P H S  S E A N  C O S T E L L O

Rich character and an elegant use of colour

abound in designer Justin van Breda’s expertly

renovated 1950s home in Cape Town

HEART      
HERITAGE
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KITCHEN

Bespoke joinery, rustic
wood furniture and  
a soft colour palette
combine in this relaxing
space, where heirlooms 
such as family silver  
add a personal touch. 
Farmhouse table, £5,500,

Justin van Breda, 020 

7349 7089, j-v-b.com. 

SWIMMING POOL

A canopy thatched 
with fencing sticks
provides shade along 
a poolside wall, which
was built out to create
generous seating.
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DINING ROOM

This corner has been 
opened up by the
addition of west-facing
glazed doors that lead 
to a kitchen garden.
Star lantern in nickel, 

from £495, Vaughan,  

020 7731 6197,

vaughandesigns.com. 



W
e’re not hard to fnd,” says Justin van Breda, as 

he provides directions to the house that he shares

with his partner, Alastair Matchett, in Cape Town,

South Africa. And he is right. Set in a street of 

squat apartment blocks and cubist white villas 

overlooking the Atlantic, the van Breda residence has an entirely 

different air: that of a judiciously modernised Edwardian house.

Beyond the Dutch-style gabled front gate you will discover a peaceful

interior with tall, shuttered sash windows and polished foors. Rooms

are pale and bright with mouldings as crisp as icing sugar. Like an 

elegant aunt at a casual drinks party, this is a house that stands demurely

aloof from its younger neighbours. 

STARTING FROM SCRATCH Meeting Justin in the shade of the

verandah, I ask him when the house was built. The turn of the 20th

century, perhaps? “No,” he says, laughter reverberating across the azure

swimming pool. “It dates back to the 1950s and, when we frst saw it,

it was a horrible brick box with slit windows and glass terraces. Apart 

from the sea views, it had no redeeming features,” he adds, with the

relish of an interior designer for whom only a clean slate will do. 

“The simplicity appealed to us,” continues Justin, who was born in

South Africa but now divides his time between London and Cape Town.

“I knew it would be easy to transform it into a haven for me and my

friends and family.” For most, “easy” would have meant embracing 

sleek, international-villa-style modernity, but that is not Justin’s

approach. Instead, he found inspiration in the homes of his childhood:

rambling farms flled with sun-bleached mahogany and heirloom silver.

“Cape Town is very built up but, if you look past the super villas, there

are gems of colonial architecture. That’s the look I wanted to achieve.” 

So out went the plastic bifold windows, minimal glass balustrades

and plastic doors. Narrow openings were knocked out to be replaced

by tall, shuttered windows “which wrap around the house”, while   

cornicing brings “a pretty, balanced feel to the rooms”. The formerly 

bleak terrace was reinvented, with iron railings and pillars added 

underneath to create a breezy verandah. Inside, the featureless ladder

staircase was jettisoned in favour of chic oak treads and an iron  

LANDING

A symmetrical
arrangement of 
framed pictures 
creates the feel of 
a gallery in this 
narrow space
overlooking the 
main living area.

SHOWER ROOM

Pebbles were used 
to line the shower,
bringing natural
texture and tone to
this simple scheme.
Charterhouse basin 

on nickel stand, £593,

01992 708316,

lefroybrooks.co.uk. 
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balustrade. Dark foorboards were waxed to a vintage gleam and new 

mouldings and doors create a timeless feel. 

ADJUSTING THE LAYOUT Wedged into a hillside, the two-storey

building has a slightly unusual layout, as Justin explains: “We kept 

the open-plan format of the main living area, but tweaked the rest of

the house to add storage and extra bathrooms for guests.” A slice of one

bedroom has become a compact and pretty bathroom where a 

porthole window affords ocean views. Downstairs, a muddle of store-

rooms is now a practical utility space behind the kitchen. On the same

level, a new guest room next to the living area has glass doors with inset

wooden panels, which unfold to create a wall of faux panelling to 

provide privacy when friends come to stay. 

CONJURING A CLASSIC FEEL Clever devices such as this give the

house a deceptively expensive air. “We were on a shoestring budget, but

it’s not about price, it’s how you put things together,” says Justin, with

an echo of his frst employer, the charismatic and resourceful decorator 

Nicky Haslam. There are the futtery curtains in the guest room whipped

up from dress fabric and the “budget batch of vases” converted into 

elegant lamps. In the shower, pebbles were set in cement to line the

walls. Scale has been creatively considered: tall lampshades and Dutch-

style gabled headboards loom large, adding a sense of height to the

rooms. Everywhere there are echoes of a Cape childhood: a lopsided

boudoir chair from my “wildly glamorous grandmother”; a Burmese

teak sideboard or Justin’s own furniture designs – consoles, chairs and

tables – hand-crafted locally from robust oak, yellowood or indigenous

stinkwood, all “true and honest materials”.

A no-nonsense approach defnes the kitchen: a simple run of painted

cabinets with Volakas marble surfaces is framed by tall cupboards at

either end. The glass lantern was salvaged from an Edwardian house

in Yorkshire; the sturdy table, made from reclaimed wood, doubles as

an island. Above the workspace, two long shelves are lined with mean-

ingful pieces: a well-thumbed Delia Smith cookery book and stacks 

of blue-and-white china sit alongside family silver and glassware in a

tableau that might have come straight from Justin’s childhood. l

MAIN BEDROOM

Justin drew inspiration
from colonial Dutch
architecture to design
this elegant headboard.
Eiderdown in Marigold in

Indigo/Linen, £45.83m,

William Morris Archive

Print at Sanderson, 

0844 543 9500,

sanderson-uk.com. 
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Save 15% at fired earth
Create a stylish new look for your home this spring with our exclusive discount

h&g OFFER

TERMS AND CONDITIONS This offer gives 15 per cent off all Fired Earth products (excludes installation, delivery, fxing

and maintenance products, and the following from its kitchen collection: worktops, appliances, sinks, taps and lighting). 

Valid from 5 March to 30 April 2015 inclusive. The offer is not available online. The completed voucher must be presented

when making a purchase or placing an order at a Fired Earth showroom. Photocopies of vouchers will not be accepted.

One order per household. Offer valid in Fired Earth UK and Republic of Ireland showrooms only and cannot be used in

conjunction with any other offer or promotion.

DATA COLLECTION Fired Earth Limited is part of the AgA Rangemaster group. We may contact you to keep you informed about news, new products and

offers from relevant companies in the AgA Rangemaster group by mail, telephone or email, although you can opt out at any time. We will never share your

information with companies outside the group for marketing purposes without your express permission. If you would like to opt out of contact by AgA

Rangemaster group via mail, telephone or email, please tick here l. 

15% OFF at FIRED EaRtH
Fill in this voucher and present it at a Fired Earth showroom when ordering or making a purchase.

Name (Mrs/Ms/Miss/Mr/Title)

Address

Email

Daytime tel (incl code) PROMOtION CODE dHG15APR

Postcode

  

HOW tO CLaIM 
YOUR DISCOUNt
Simply complete the voucher and

present it at a Fired Earth showroom

when you order or purchase your

products from 5 March to 30 April 2015.

To fnd your nearest showroom, call

0845 366 0400 or visit fredearth.com.

F
ired Earth has joined forces with

Homes & Gardens to give readers

a 15 per cent discount on tiles,

paint, wallpaper, bathrooms, 

kitchens and wood fooring. Whether 

you are planning a major renovation or

simply looking to update one or two

rooms, Fired Earth’s beautiful and

practical selection covers all you need  

to create the home of your dreams. You

could give your bathroom a fresh look

with its extensive range of carefully

sourced tiles and striking free-standing

baths in all sizes and shapes, or upgrade

your kitchen with hand-crafted furniture

in a host of styles, from classic to cutting-

edge. The offer also applies to its brand-

new wood fooring collection, which

features a range of covetable looks, such

as the latest smoked woods and timeless

parquetry. Visit any of Fired Earth’s 62

showrooms around the UK and you will

fnd an expert team who are passionate

about interiors and ready to help you. 
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The untamed beauty of the surrounding fells is echoed in this timeless

scheme of deep green planting, calming water and local stone  

Wo r d s  C a r o l i n e  B e C k  P h oto g r a P h s  C l a i r e  Ta k aC s

CUMBRIAN GARDEN

Natural
riches

Souther Fell forms 

a golden backdrop 

to the upper pond 

in the evening sun.
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G
ardens set among hills pose a dilemma. Uplands

experience harsh weather that can flatten a

garden in hours, but planting trees as a wind-

break obstructs the dramatic views. In northern

Cumbria, where Tricia and Robin Acland

garden at Chapelside, the fells are more mountain than hill,

offering sensational vistas, but also ferce winds, driving rain

and, often, deep snow. Tricia and Robin were determined, 

however, to work within the constraints of the landscape and,

over the past four decades, have created a place that mirrors

what lies beyond the dry stone walls, rather than fghts against it. 

The couple bought the 18th-century farmhouse in the tiny

village of Mungrisdale in 1976, having moved from the quieter,

fatter Solway Firth. “I wanted water, the sound and movement

of it,” recalls Tricia. So the stream running through the garden

– a trickle in summer, a torrent after a heavy downpour –

caught her imagination. The land had not been farmed for six

years and comprised a concrete yard, an overgrown paddock

and an outsized vegetable patch. As Tricia and Robin were both

in full-time work, their plans and energies went frst on the

house, before gradually moving on to the garden. The tradi-

tional dry stone wall that encloses their plot also provides a

visual link to the landscape, where dark walls run like sinews

up the fells. Robin rebuilt some of the boundary walls and relo-

cated others, always using material from the garden. 

Of the design, Tricia explains: “We were determined not to

create a garden of ‘rooms’, as this would have blocked the 

view. Also, everything we grow here has to be tough.” The fells 

are places of subtle colour, and this is refected in the planting,

with prominence given to foliage plants such as astrantia, 

geranium and euphorbia. Ferns fourish in the damp, peaty 

soil, emerging in spring and slowly unfurling from niches in

dry stone walls. Lady’s mantle and wild strawberry self-seed 

in the cracks between slate and stone, and are weeded out when 

they become too abundant. Velvety sphagnum moss, which

many gardeners would not tolerate, thrives. Around the upper

pond, which the Aclands added in 2001, a mound of vivid 

green moss has grown up and, with the long ridge of Souther

Fell (said to have been haunted by a “spectral army” of soldiers

since 1745) as a backdrop, the scene looks Japanese in its 

marriage of natural and man-made features. 

The stream that Tricia had been so drawn to has become a

defning feature of the garden, not just for its sound and move-

ment, which alter hour to hour, but also in the way it echoes

the surrounding contours. “The garden fows around the house;

there are no paths that come to a dead end,” she says. There are

hardly any straight lines, either: rounded lichened boulders

punctuate the space, their shape emphasised by the contrasting

spikes of ferns and grasses; Robin has built a winding “river”

from pieces of lichen-covered slate set with edges uppermost,

resembling a frozen beck; and irregular gaps between stone

fags are planted by either nature or hand.

The other element that marks out this garden is the shifting

light, which fares one minute, and is snuffed out the next, as

the formless shadows of clouds race across the fells. Sunlight

illuminates each raindrop held on emerging leaves, and the fells

are refected in the still water of the ponds. The water, the

weather and the landscape make this a dynamic garden every

bit as beautiful as its surroundings. l
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ABOVE LEFT The apple

orchard features a silvery

stand of Betula utilis 

(Himalayan birch).

LEFT One of several farm

outbuildings, the shippon,

a local Cumbrian word 

for byre, is where the 

cows were once milked.

ABOVE A dense tapestry

of hostas, white tulips,

blue-fowering brunnera

and spikes of persicaria

fanks the path to the old

goat house.

RIGHT The trunk of a

sycamore tree covered by

moss and lichen, which

proliferate in the garden.

FAR RIGHT A dry stone

wall, built by Robin, is 

the chosen habitat of 

self-seeded ferns, wild

strawberries and a perky

pink Lewisia cotyledon.
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GARDEN GUIDE

Orientation The one-acre garden, nearly 800 feet up in the Cumbrian 

fells, faces due south.

Soil type Mainly acid, but where the old outbuildings have been  

lime-washed, lime has leached into the soil making it good for  

plants such as hellebores. 

Special features Traditional dry stone walls, dense greenery, naturalistic

ponds and the dramatic backdrop of the surrounding landscape.

Visiting Chapelside, near Penrith, Cumbira, is open under the National

Gardens Scheme; visit ngs.org.uk for 2015 opening days.
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thIs pIctURE The upper

pond is surrounded by 

trees underplanted with

Narcissus ‘Pheasant’s eye’.

bElow lEft The stream

that runs through the

garden was the frst 

thing that attracted 

Tricia to Chapelside.
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P R E S E N T S

The interactive online 
interior design course
Join our exciting new course and learn how 
to create the room of your dreams

• 5-week course run by a dedicated course tutor

• Covers everything from colour and pattern to      

    space planning

• Work in your own time at home or on the move

• Enjoy being part of the highly interactive online 

    course community

• Apply new skills to your own project

• No previous experience needed

• Course runs 1 June – 3 July 2015

Book Now
ONLY £199* Save £100 of  the normal price

Visit klc.co.uk and quote HG0315 

or call 020 7376 3377
*Of er ends April 5th 2015

ONLY 
£199

I N 

A S S O C I AT I O N 

W I T H



153

132

Dream rOOmS This month we bring you fve distinctly

stylish schemes, including an art-flled living room with a

chic Parisian feel (page 138) and a luxurious bathroom

featuring bookmatched marble (page 142). 

INTerIOrS Bring a real sense of occasion to the long

weekend with our charming Easter decorations (page 163). 

IDeaS How to create the perfect home office (page 153).

SHOPPING Our selection of striking marble coffee tables

(page 177) and the latest bar stools (page 179). 

aDVICe Celia Rufey answers your design queries (page 183).

142

177

179

H&G DESIGNSOLUTIONS
37 pages of inspired ideas for every room in your home 
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fresh 

start
A contemporary layout,

modern cabinetry and a

light paint palette have

given this family kitchen

a new lease of life

h&G DesIGN DREAM KITCHEN
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ABOVE Designed for a keen cook, the kitchen is equipped with sleek built-in appliances
including a single oven, steam combination oven and warming drawer, plus an induction
hob with a statement stainless-steel extractor. The island unit offers plenty of room for
preparation, as well as informal seating, and incorporates a sink with a boiling water tap. 
BELOW The open-plan space runs the full depth of the house, with the kitchen at one 
end and a dining and living area at the other. Large French doors and a foor-to-ceiling
window allow natural light to food in and give wide-ranging views of the garden.

CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE SPACE? It is a beautiful light-flled

room in a detached Edwardian family home near Hampton

Court in Surrey. Over the years, Sue Reynolds and her

husband Mike have renovated and redecorated throughout,

and had previously created this open-plan room that spans

the depth of the property. It is wider at the back, with an

unusual angled wall featuring two sets of French windows

that offer panoramic views of the garden.

WHY THE NEED FOR A CHANGE? The existing kitchen had

traditional front-framed cabinets with a classic “sink under

the window” layout. It was becoming rather shabby around

the edges but Sue’s key motivation to renovate was to make

it a more contemporary room. She particularly dislikes

standard wall cupboards, which she fnds old-fashioned,

and wanted fresh, clean lines and a modern palette. 

HOW DID YOU PLAN THE LAYOUT? Sue initially suggested

swapping the locations of the kitchen and the dining area

but I felt that would be a case of change for change’s sake.

Sometimes it is not necessary to completely overhaul  

a space in order to improve the way it is used. Instead,  

I recommended creating a more modern confguration,

featuring a large island unit, and leaving the window wall 

and one long wall completely clear of cabinets. Shelves 

with aluminium tambour doors add storage and frame  

a feature stainless-steel extractor. The overall effect is a

sleeker layout with plenty of room to move around and 

an ergonomically effcient cooking area at its heart. 

WHAT INSPIRED THE COLOUR PALETTE? Sue has a good 

eye for interior design and chose a soft combination of

colours similar to Farrow & Ball’s Skimming Stone for the

ftted cabinets and the slightly darker Elephant’s Breath  

for the island. The paint is sprayed rather than brushed on,

which creates a very smart, smooth surface; spray is also

more durable than a hand-painted fnish. To prevent the

scheme from being too neutral, the reverse of the glass

splashback has been painted in Farrow & Ball’s almost black

Brinjal. Going dark with glass creates a mirror effect: the

darker the shade, the stronger the refection.

HOW ELSE DID YOU KEEP THE LOOK INTERESTING? Although

it may sound like a cliché, in a contemporary kitchen with

minimalist lines, it really is all about the details. We used 

The kitchen has a sleek
layout with an efcient

cooking area at its heart.”
“

DESIGNER Andrew Hall, 

Woodstock Furniture,  

020 8876 0131, 

woodstockfurniture.co.uk.

BUDGET Kitchens, from £35,000. 

H&G DESIGN DREAM KITCHEN
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FIND ALL THE LATEST DESIGN IDEAS FOR 
YOUR KITCHEN AT HOUSETOHOME.CO.UK/KITCHEN

sources
PureLine DGC6600 XL
steam combination oven,
£3,034; PureLine H6660
BP single oven, £2,244;
PureLine ESW622929
warming drawer, £852;
KM6366 induction hob, 
£1,782; all Miele; AW400
190 stainlesss-steel
extractor, £1,440,
Gaggenau; RF540ADUX3
fridge-freezer, £1,899,
Fisher & Paykel; Kubus
KBX-110 55 stainless-
steel sink, £445, Franke;
Oberon tap with C spout
in Chrome fnish, £289,
Perrin & Rowe; Design
PRO3-VAQ boiling water
tap, £870, Quooker; all
supplied by Woodstock 

Furniture, 020 8876 0131,
woodstockfurniture.co.uk.
Solid oak fooring with
white oil fnish, £35.86sq
m, Fintrim, 01205 722700,
fintrim.co.uk. La Palma
Lem bar stools, £475 
each; Tall Beat pendant
lights, £275 each, Tom
Dixon; all John Lewis,
0345 604 9049, johnlewis.
com. Similar leather chair,
Egg chair in Elegance
leather, £10,818, Arne
Jacobsen at The Conran
Shop, 0844 848 4000,
conranshop.co.uk. Nap
armchairs in Milk White, 
£328 each, Fritz Hansen
at Skandium, 020 7823
8874, skandium.com.

handleless drawers with distinct shadow-lines that enhance

the horizontal dynamic of the cabinets, particularly along

the main hob run. Finger holds aren’t ideal if you have long

nails but they do look sleek; just ensure that they are deep

enough to grip easily. Another detail that adds interest  

is the oak panel under the island’s breakfast bar, which

provides a visual link with the oak fooring. On a practical

note, wood is more forgiving on shoe scuffs – a painted

fnish under a bar can start to show signs of wear within

weeks. The aluminium tambour doors bring an extra

material to the mix and are perfect for concealing small

appliances, which can be left plugged in, ready for use. 

WHAT MAKES THE OPEN-PLAN DESIGN WORK? Continuing

the cabinetry and worktop at a low level along one wall into

the dining space creates a clear link and provides extra

storage, which helps to keep the room tidy. We replaced the

traditional freplace with a contemporary glass-fronted fre,

echoing the proportions of the fridge-freezer surround in 

the new chimney breast. The kitchen foor had been tiled,

but carrying a single material throughout, in this case a

Scandinavian-style white oiled oak, really unites the space. 

WHY IS THIS KITCHEN A SUCCESS? It is just a lovely  

and inviting space to spend time in. The colour palette is 

modern, but not too sterile, and should prove timeless

without verging on boring – a tough nut to crack.

Importantly, in a kitchen for someone who loves to cook,

nearly every design decision was backed by practical

benefts. Nobody would thank me for creating a beautiful

kitchen that proves awkward and annoying to use. l

RIGHT A muted colour palette
and white oiled oak fooring 
unite the kitchen with the 
dining area, which is simply
decorated with contemporary
Scandinavian furniture. 
BELOW A trio of black pendants
creates a strong silhouette
above the island unit; as well  
as providing essential task
lighting, it helps to defne  
the kitchen within the  
large open-plan space. 
BOTTOM LEFT Also helping to
differentiate zones, an alcove
displaying carefully selected
artwork and accessories adds
colour, depth and character  
to the living and dining area,
while a soft, curvaceous 
leather chair enhances the
relaxing feel of the scheme. 
BOTTOM RIGHT Conveniently
positioned beside the hob, 
a compact microwave and
crockery are concealed behind
an aluminium tambour door.  

Importantly, nearly every
design decision was backed

by practical bene�ts.”
“
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FIND ALL THE LATEST SHOPPING BUYS FOR YOUR 
LIVINGROOM AT HOUSETOHOME.CO.UK/LIVINGROOM

Exquisitely tailored

furnishings in natural

shades let the artwork 

take centre stage in this

chic salon, designed 

for entertaining

CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE ROOM? This is the frst-foor salon of a typical

late 18th-century white stucco town house in Belgravia. The interior is

quite Parisian: at some point the elaborate ceiling and arch with intricate

moulding were added, creating a French feel. When my clients bought

the property, it was in a state of disrepair. They had all of the plasterwork

restored and added a parquet foor that resembles the original.

HOW IS THE SPACE USED? My clients wanted to be able to entertain 

up to 30 people in this double reception space. It was important not to

cram the rooms full of seating; instead, I designed a very long sofa and

added a pair of vintage Giò Ponti armchairs. The ottoman softens the

space and is more fexible than a coffee table: it can be moved in front 

of the French windows to the left of the cabinet to provide peripheral

seating. The other end of the room also features versatile seating, with

Art Deco-style chairs that can be pushed together to form a sofa.

WHAT IS THE KEY TO DISPLAYING ART? The owners are passionate art

collectors, as are many of my clients. When there are several artworks 

to consider, I tend to tone back the walls; here, I used a polished plaster

fnish in a soft grey. The room is entered through double doors opposite

the cabinet, so that view was crucial. The moment the cabinet arrived,  

I knew it would ft perfectly here, then the two monochrome artworks

fell into place: the proportions are right and they have space to breathe.

HOW DID YOU CHOOSE THE COLOURS? I like to play down large pieces

of furniture, so the sofa and ottoman are covered in a natural fabric by

Hermès, which is subtle yet sophisticated, like a 1930s Chanel suit. I

then chose a bottle green cotton velvet for the chairs and silk velvet for

the cushions. I love the mix of yellow and grey with the green; a room

needs injections of colour and that punchy yellow is ideal. I designed the

rugs with a bronze trellis pattern to tie in with the French-style architecture.

TELL US ABOUT THE CURTAINS. I learned about dressing windows from

Monsieur Cordellier, the “couturier of curtains” in Paris. He taught me

that in a salon, under curtains should always be used. They have to be 

in a synthetic material, or they will be destroyed by sun in a south-facing

room such as this. I edged these with ribbon, which is a lovely detail and

makes them hang better. The top curtains feature goblet pleats and 

are made from silk that I had hand-dyed to silvery grey. I also had the

poles custom made with a beautiful patinated bronze fnish. l

DESIGNER Francis Sultana, 

020 7589 5946,

francissultana.com.
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down to 

a fine art

sources

Bespoke sofa, ottoman,

rugs, silk curtain fabric and

curtain poles; Panos

leather armchair; all Francis

Sultana, 020 7589 5946,

francissultana.com. Flowers

in the Air cabinet; Petit

Trianon side table; both

Garouste and Bonetti at

David Gill, 020 3195 6600,

davidgillgalleries.com. 

Artwork (above sofa),

Refection, Memory Door

series by Zhang Huan,

zhanghuan.com. Sculpture,

Kate by Marc Quinn,

marcquinn.com. Cushions 

in Velours Vendome silk

velvet in 705 (grey) and 716

(yellow), £531.80m, Turnell

& Gigon, 020 7259 7280,

turnellandgigongroup.com. 

H&G deSiGn dream living room
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FIND ALL THE LATEST SHOPPING BUYS FOR YOUR 
DINING ROOM AT HOUSETOHOME.CO.UK/DININGROOM

Antique Chinese plates

provided inspiration  

for the classic colour 

palette in this glamorous

space devoted to the

pleasures of good  

food and company

Can you desCribe the spaCe? This is the dining room of my home in

London. It is part of an eighty-foot-long enflade, created when I bought

two adjoining fats and knocked them into one. It comprises a linked

living room, dining room and library and spans the top foor of a

Victorian mansion block. The dining room has two pairs of French

windows opening on to a balcony.

What Was the inspiration behind this sCheme? I’ve always loved

panelled rooms, particularly when they are painted in a strong colour,

and, despite the current trend for open-plan living, I have a soft spot for

separate dining rooms, where guests can enjoy an intimate meal away

from it all. An atmosphere of cosseted luxury is what I wanted to create

here; a dedicated space for dining, conversation, firting and repartee,

something I don’t think can be easily achieved in multifunctional rooms.

hoW did you deCide on the Colour palette? The blue-and-white

Chinese plates were the starting point. I’ve been collecting them for

years and love their fresh yet classic shades. The grey that I chose for

the walls was the perfect complement, especially as it has a blue tone.

Unusually for grey, it also has warmth.

does the room marry praCtiCal detail With aesthetiC

appeal? Yes. Originally a bedroom, it had no storage aside from some

1960s cupboards. By blocking off a door from the hall, I was able to

create a run of panelled cupboards, which improved the shape of the

room while also providing a wall of hidden foor-to-ceiling storage. It

holds everything from china and linen to coats and a tumble dryer, 

and adds elegance and structure to a previously disjointed room. 

Can you tell us about the mirrors around the door? When

I decided to amalgamate the two fats, the only place to make the

opening to this room was between the chimney fues, which created  

a rather narrow doorway. By surrounding it in mirrored glass, I was 

able to improve the perceived proportions. 

Why do you think the room Works so Well? The wall colour ties

everything together and ensures the abundant scheme doesn’t look too

disparate. The room really comes alive at night, providing a glamorous

yet intimate space for diners. I love its traditional feel. l

desiGner Grant White,

Grant White Design,  

020 7736 5858,

grantwhitedesign.com.
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intimate
luxury

i aimed to create a sumptuous
room, dedicated entirely to

spending time with friends.”
“
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sources

Similar dining table, Petworth weathered

oak dining table, £2,625, Oka, 0844 815

7380, okadirect.com. Similar dining

chairs, Caprice dining chair, £425 each,

India Jane, 020 8799 7166, indiajane.

co.uk. Walls in SC216, £37.50 for 2.5

litres, The Traditional Range at Papers

and Paints, 020 7352 8626, papers-

paints.co.uk. Mirrored panelling, £60m,

Salem Glass, 020 7373 1761. Curtains 

in custom-made gauffrage felt with

Passementerie Nouvelle trimmings,

Pierre Frey, 020 7376 5599, pierrefrey.

com. Reclaimed beech herringbone

parquet fooring, from £42sq m, Lassco

Ropewalk, 020 7394 8061, lassco.co.uk.

Glass candlesticks, from £17.99, Zara

Home, 0800 026 0091, zarahome.com. 
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Can you tell us about the bathRooM? 

This is the en suite of a main bedroom in 

Cheyne Terrace, a prestigious new development

in Chelsea that we worked on in collaboration

with interior design studio Hudson & Mercer. 

All of the apartments are extremely high spec 

with luxurious features and these standards 

had to apply to the bathrooms. 

What InsPIReD the DesIGn? The exterior of

the building has a classic-contemporary feel 

and this sense of timeless elegance is continued

inside. As the apartments have access to spa

facilities at lower ground level, including steam

and treatment rooms, we wanted to extend  

the emphasis on pampering to the private

bathrooms. On a practical note, we also gave  

a great deal of thought to how this space 

would be used and maintained day to day. 

hoW DID you Plan the layout? When it

comes to making a bathroom feel really

luxurious, especially in central London where

space is so valuable, careful consideration of 

how the space is confgured is crucial. This room

measures about 5x4m and accommodating

each element, including the large double-ended

bath, without compromising on proportions

required meticulous planning.

WhICh FInIshes WeRe seleCteD to  

enhanCe the sense oF luxuRy? Polished

Statuarietto marble was chosen by the 

client as the primary surface for the main

bathrooms throughout the development. 

The veining in the large marble tiles above the

baths was carefully bookmatched to create  

a pleasing symmetry, while the grouting was

colour-matched to give the impression of

seamless surfaces, maximising the impact  

of the stone’s appearance. e

Bookmatched

marble and

shrewd use  

of space give 

this opulent 

en suite an air of 

classic luxury 

PRoJeCt DIReCtoR 

Mike Storey, MSMR

Architects, 020 7928 6767,

msmrarchitects.co.uk.

buDGet £60,000.

POLISH 

& POISE
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Beautiful Statuarietto
marble meets in a
bookmatched join 
above the bath, creating
a distinctive focal point.
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WHicH BRASSWARE AND SANiTARYWARE 

WERE cHOSEN? The client opted for Bette

double-ended baths and Duravit toilets, 

bidets and undermounted basins for their

quality and durability. The Symetrics range 

by Dornbracht was selected for the bath 

and shower controls and the basin taps;  

the polished chrome fnish of this range

complements the veining in the Statuarietto 

and the Pietra Grey marbles beautifully.

cAN YOU TELL US ABOUT THE VANiTY UNiT? 

The generous use of the pale Statuarietto

marble meant that it was possible to go 

much darker with the fnishes on the vanity,

especially as the unit is wall-hung so ample

white marble is visible below. The countertops

are a dramatic Pietra Grey marble, with a

seamlessly mitred strip at the front to give 

the impression of a thicker slab. The dark-

stained oak furniture features two capacious

push-to-open drawers, which are ideal for 

TOp LEfT The drawer units are mitred at the top to provide fnger grooves for access, leaving 
the fronts unimpeded by handles, while the recessed shadow line adds an extra design detail.
TOp RigHT Carefully matched grout makes the joins between marble tiles almost invisible.
ABOVE Topped in Pietra Grey marble, threaded with silvery-white veins, the vanity unit both 
complements and contrasts with the Statuarietto marble used throughout the room.

storing towels. Above, we installed large

mirrored cabinets framed in stainless steel,

again with touch opening, which provide 

plenty of space for toiletries. 

AND THE SHOWER AREA? The shower, along

with the WC, is enclosed by a 10mm low-iron

glass screen, offering a sense of privacy. The

same fooring has been used as in the rest of

the space to create the feel of a luxurious wet

room. It features Dornbracht dual-operated

rain and hand showers, with high-performance

extraction located in the ceiling coffers so

there are no unsightly vents.

HOW DiD YOU LigHT THE ROOm? Recessed

lighting is concealed in the ceiling, including

wall-washing downlighters that illuminate  

the marble feature walls. The vanity unit has

integrated lighting, with frosted glass panels

set into the mirrored cupboards to provide

fattering task lighting, and concealed lighting

giving a diffused, softer glow above and below. 

Generous use of pale
Statuarietto marble

meant it was possible
to go much darker 
with the fnishes of 

the vanity unit.”

“
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SOURCES 
Cheyne Terrace,  
020 7758 3188,
cheyneterrace.com, or
contact Native Land, 
020 7758 3650,
native-land.com.
Similar polished
marble, Statuario
marble with polished
fnish, from £270sq 
m, Artisans of Devizes,
01380 720007,
artisansofdevizes.
com. Symetrics
single-lever basin
mixers, £473.47 each;
deck-mounted hand
shower spout, 
£287.90; shower set,
£480; all Dornbracht 

at Walton Bathrooms,
01932 224784,
waltonbathrooms.
co.uk. Starck 3
undermounted
basins, £165.60 each;
Bette Art steel inset
bath, from £6,740.40;
all CP Hart, 0845 873
1100, cphart.co.uk.
RainSky M shower
head, from £6,500,
Dornbracht, 024 7671
7129, dornbracht.com.
DuraStyle wall-
mounted bidet, £182;
wall-mounted toilet,
£195; both Duravit,
0845 500 7787,
duravit.co.uk. 

In the shower,
extraction is concealed
in the ceiling so there

are no unsightly vents.”

“

We also incorporated speakers in the ceiling,

controlled by a central AV system, so music

can be enjoyed while using the space. 

what ChaLLENGES did you faCE? Finding  

a suitable stone was perhaps the biggest

diffculty – the client wanted a predominantly

white marble with defned veining, which

meant it had to be very high quality. Creating

the foating vanity top also proved quite

challenging. A steel frame was integrated 

into the unit to support the weight of the

marble top and two ceramic basins, but  

this needed to be well hidden to create the

weightless appearance. On a general level,

bathrooms tend to involve different materials

meeting at numerous junctions, and avoiding

misaligned surfaces and uneven joins requires

coordination. The palette needs to be consistent

across handles, hinges and all other fnishes

and surfaces for the best results, and getting

this right from the beginning is essential.  

In a fnished bathroom, there is little scope  

to disguise poor design or installation with

furnishings or accessories.

what iS thE SECREt to thiS RooM’S 

SuCCESS? Although this is a luxurious space,

it also offers simple elegance with high-quality

fttings, good proportions and pleasing

symmetry. The variety of fnishes and good

lighting help to transform it from a purely

functional space into a relaxing one. l

Dornbracht’s drenching
RainSky M shower head is
teamed with its Symetrics
shower set behind a
bespoke glass screen. W
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HigH and 

migHty
Tucked between two Victorian mansion blocks 

in the heart of west London, this roof terrace

combines comfort with classic style

what was the BRIeF FOR thIs GaRDeN? I was working for a

developer who was renovating a building in Knightsbridge to a very high

specifcation and wanted a garden to match. The roof terrace belongs 

to the property on the right, with access via a bridge that spans a gap

between the garden and the building, and two sets of stairs, leading

from the main bedroom and the kitchen. I was asked to create a design

with wow factor that would be easy to maintain. It also had to provide

year-round interest and include a dining area and space to relax.

weRe theRe aNy pROBlems tO OVeRCOme? The site posed many

challenges, not least that it was a roof terrace, which meant the design

had to comply with weight restrictions and include effective drainage.

Overlooked by the building on the left and the apartments above, the

garden initially felt like a dark corridor, so one of my aims was to make 

it look brighter and feel more private. I also had to fnd a way to squeeze

lots of furniture and features into a small area.

hOw DID yOU ResOlVe these IssUes? To lighten the space, I used

pale limestone paving. For privacy, I added two metal arches over the

seating area, which echo the design of the original Victorian railings. 

The idea is that these will be covered by climbing plants to help obscure

the view from above. I also included yew hedging around the perimeter 

to create a sense of seclusion. The terrace is split into three sections:

the dining area, a seating space and a snug with a bench for two, which is

opposite the stairs from the bedroom. The dining and seating areas are

divided by planters and a water feature that fows right across.

aRe theRe aNy tRICks t0 make small spaCes lOOk BIGGeR?  

Yes, and I used them all. Firstly, make sure that you can’t see the whole

garden at once, and blur the boundaries with planting – I’ve used

fbreglass planters to carve up and edge the space. Slim and lightweight,

these were custom made to ft the design perfectly and their dark grey

colour also complements the planting. In addition, by cantilevering  

the oak bench, we did away with heavy-looking legs, allowing this

relatively large piece to be used in a restricted space.

hOw DID yOU ChOOse the FURNItURe? This is a key element of the

design and I played with various sizes and shapes to get it all in without

feeling cramped. I commissioned Mosaic & Stone to make the dining

chairs and stone-topped table. Bespoke furniture allows you to specify

the precise size and materials you would like; in this case, I wanted the

table and paving to match perfectly, which not only looks stylish but 

DesIGNeR pROFIle Patricia Fox set up Aralia, her garden

design and landscaping business, in 2004. Specialising in

high-quality, functional spaces, she has won silver medals 

at two RHS Chelsea Flower Shows, the BALI Landscape

Design Excellence Award and Best Roof Terrace Garden  

in the Express Newspapers New Homes Garden Awards.

also ensures that the stone will weather in exactly the same way,

maintaining a consistent appearance. The oak bench is also bespoke,

and echoes the angles of the frepit table in the seating area.

what INspIReD the plaNtING? I wanted climbers and small trees,

such as Amelanchier lamarckii, to add height, and chose a minimalist

planting palette of mainly greens and whites to cool the red brick walls

and enhance the garden’s classic design. The plants also had to cope

with some shade and grow well within the confnes of the fbreglass

planters. My choices include ferns, hostas and lamium (deadnettle),

with dots of colour from Verbena bonariensis, echinacea and hardy

geraniums. The box balls in the cylindrical pots add structure and

interest, while the star jasmine will eventually cover the metal arches

with sweetly scented white fowers and glossy foliage. 

H&g dESign DREAM GARDEN
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Key plants

1| Geranium ‘Rozanne’.

2| Lamium maculatum ‘White

Nancy’ (spotted deadnettle).

3| Hosta ‘Purple Heart’.

4| Calamagrostis x 

acutifora ‘Karl Foerster’ 

(feather reed grass).

5| Echinacea purpurea 

‘Rubinglow’.

6| Verbena bonariensis 

‘Lollipop’. 

7| Taxus baccata (yew).

8| Trachelospermum

jasminoides (star jasmine).

9| Amelanchier lamarckii.

10| Buxus sempervirens (box).

aDDItIOnal

plants

Digitalis purpurea ‘Dalmatian

Crème’ (foxglove).

Clematis ‘Warszawska Nike’.

Hydrangea anomala subsp.

petiolaris (climbing hydrangea).

Polystichum polyblepharum.

Deschampsia cespitosa 

‘Goldtau’ (tufted hair grass).

wheRe tO BUy

Burncoose Nurseries,  

01209 860316, 

burncoose.co.uk.

Crocus, 01344 578000,

crocus.co.uk.

Deepdale Trees, 

01767 262636,

deepdale-trees.co.uk.

lanDsCapInG anD

FURnItURe

The paving is limestone  

and edges are pebble mats.

The arches, railings, dining 

table and chairs, bench 

and planters are bespoke.

wheRe tO BUy

Limestone paving, London

Stone, 0844 225 1915,

londonstone.co.uk.

Pebble mats, Island Stone,

0800 083 9351, islandstone.net.

Railings and arches, made

by a local steel fabricator.

Dining table and chairs,

Mosaic & Stone, 01342 892792,

mosaicandstone.co.uk.

Firepit table, Prestigious

Fires, 01709 524162,

prestigiousfres.co.uk.

Oak bench, designed and

made by Aralia (see below).

Fibreglass planters,

Europlanters, 0161 426 0207,

europlanters.com.

COntaCt DetaIls

Aralia, 01279 721461, 

aralia.org.uk. 
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Furniture is a key
element. i played
with various sizes
and shapes to ft 
it all in without 

feeling cramped.”

“
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StyliSh 

Study SpaceS
Whether it’s a fully fedged home offce or a dedicated 

corner of a room, ensure your work area is  

as inspiring as it is functional with our gallery of ideas

man’s world The 

deep grey colour palette 

of this spacious study,

together with elegant

modern furniture and

glass-fronted shelving,

lend a gentleman’s club

look to this design by

Marco Ricca and Tom

Amber, marcoriccastudio.

com. For a similar sense of

masculine luxury, try the

Wingback chair, £2,340,

James, 020 7683 1394,

jamesharrisondesign.com.
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ExpErt viEw 

Planning the 

Perfect study

n It is best to site your work zone where

there’s plenty of natural light, although

task lighting can always be incorporated

into a design. Practical features, such as

power and data sockets, will need to be

considered. Always opt for more sockets

than you think you’ll need and include a

charger drawer with power built in for

your mobile phone and tablet.

n I like to keep the colours calm in

home offces to promote a good

working environment. Try combining

forals with fresh, white paint to give

the room a crisp, uplifting feel. I also

use grasscloth wallcoverings to make

a room intimate and inviting. Dark

schemes create atmosphere, but

should be paired with good lighting. 

n Make sure your desk is the right

height (around 70cm is perfect) and

that the screen isn’t facing a window,  

so you are not dazzled by daylight.  

The room should also be warm –

underfoor heating is more practical

than radiators if space is tight.

n Consider timber fooring rather 

than carpet if you want an offce chair

on castors. To defne the space in an

open-plan room, choose different

fooring or wallpaper behind any

shelving in the desk area.

n We’re currently fnding that many

people want a small but well-designed

study space in their kitchen, so it is

worth considering concealing a desk

within the joinery. The Chichester

Workstation by Neptune, neptune.com,

looks like a larder cabinet, but behind its

façade is a fully fedged work space.

n My husband and I work in the same

study, so I have frst-hand experience

of sharing an offce. We sit at a large

contemporary version of a partner

desk, facing each other. In any shared

area, having two phones and your own

storage is a must. I always include a

table lamp as well as overhead lighting

when designing a study scheme. 

emma  

sims-hilditch, 

interior designer,

01249 783087,

simshilditch.com.

Feminine charm A few 

statement pieces can bring

glamour to a practical

design. The mirrored desk,

feature ceiling light and

eye-catching zebra-print

rug add a sense of fun, all

grounded by a useful wall

of storage. This scheme is

by Northworks, nwks.com. 

For a similar desk, try the

Versailles, £785, Oka, 0884 

815 7380, okadirect.com. 
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ADviCE storage 

Choosing the right solution is key to a well-organised work space 

fitted If you only have a nook or a small

offce zone to play with, build your shelving

units right up to the ceiling and buy a pair of

steps to access the top shelves if necessary.

For a complete storage wall, ensure cable

management is included, that regularly used

items are within reach, that the desk is built

to your seat height and the shelves are

specifcally crafted to accommodate the

objects that need housing. Also, look to

integrate task lighting into the cabinetry. 

modular If you favour a contemporary

scheme, this is a great option. Try companies

such as Cubit, 020 3740 8624, cubit-shop.

com, and Montana, montana.dk, for versatile

storage that comes in a multitude of

confgurations and colours. Some of Montana’s

Sound Units even have integrated speakers

that play music wirelessly. For a more

modern, relaxed look, mix open shelving to

display decorative pieces with cupboards  

to conceal paperwork and bulky items. 

free-standing When considering

standalone offce storage, don’t neglect

antique pieces, which will help to bring

personality to the space. Reclaimed

utilitarian items, such as an architect’s plan

chest, vintage fling cabinet or salvaged

railway sleepers for shelving, are perfect for

this. Just make sure that any large furniture

doesn’t disrupt the spatial fow of the room.

Storage that can be tucked underneath a

desk is less intrusive in this respect.

haLL OrDer The ftted

storage and desk transform

this hard-to-use area linking  

a kitchen and living room into 

a smart study. The desk and

units were made to order by

3S Design, 020 8767 3936,

3sdesign.co.uk, with a stylish

chair adding character to the

space. The 3107 swivel chair

in Elegance tan leather, £2,221, 

The Conran Shop, 0844 848

4000, conranshop.co.uk,

would be similarly effective.

niche WOrK An

interesting architectural

feature has been made into  

a functional desk area by the

addition of an MDF shelf by

architect Double G, doubleg.fr.

Painted in the same hue as

the wall and given a curved

projection, it doesn’t detract

from the beauty of the arch.

The delicate lines of the chair

are a great match; try the

Branca chair, £668, Aram, 

020 7557 7557, aram.co.uk.
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A wall of black-and-white photographs  
in simple frames makes a good backdrop  

in almost any scheme, while a large blackboard 
is fun for children – and adults – in a

family-friendly study area.”

“
emma sims-HilditCH, 01249 783087, simshilditch.com.

IN the pIcture A board

covered in sketches and

photos makes a lively wall

display. Recreate this idea by

covering a large cork pinboard

– the pinboard-shop.co.uk is a

good source – in hessian, try

fabricuk.com. Complete the

look with the Rizzo trestle

desk, £2,800, Paolo Moschino

for Nicholas Haslam, 020 7751

4262, nicholashaslam.com.

H&G DESIGN IDEAS



1| Modern luxury. TOG

Tubo desk structure and desk

top in steel and marble, H74x

W110xD70cm, £1,348, Heal’s, 

020 7896 7451, heals.co.uk.

2| Shimmering opulence.
Lantau table in faux shagreen

and gold, H78xW120xD50cm,

£1,455, Oka, 0844 815 7380,

okadirect.com.

3| Quality craftsmanship. 

Fosse desk in solid oak, H85x

W120xD56cm, £2,450, 

Namon Gaston, 07890 954624,

namongaston.com.

4| Clear beauty. Perry desk

in glass and stainless steel,

H74xW120xD62cm, £399, 

John Lewis, 0345 604 9049,

johnlewis.com.

SHOPPING CompaCt desks

ADVICE 
wall treatments

How to create decorative and

practical backdrops 

n “We often use wallpaper to help distract

from messy desks,” says Emma Pocock, 

co-founder of Turner Pocock, 020 3463

2390, turnerpocock.co.uk. “Textured

wallpaper in a neutral colour will give a lovely

depth to the scheme, while small geometric

patterns are not too overpowering.”

n If you want something visually stimulating

to get the creative juices fowing, pinboards

and wall-mounted clipboards are ideal for

displaying inspiring tear sheets from

magazines, and postcards and photos. Also

consider hanging lines of curtain wire along  

a wall, using small pegs to secure pictures. 

Try Dignitet curtain wire, £10 for 5m with

fttings, Ikea, 020 3645 0000, ikea.com/gb. 

n For a more organised approach, paint a

grid on one wall and label it with the days  

of the month. Use it to stick up colourful

post-it note reminders of events and jobs  

to do, which can be removed as completed,

or use blackboard paint to allow you to 

chalk up important dates and to-do lists.

WONDer WALL Choosing

an image you love and having

it turned into a mural is a

great way to add character 

to an offce space. This is  

the HMS Fearless Midship

Section Plan, £430 for a

240x300cm mural, from

Surface View, 0118 922 1327,

surfaceview.co.uk, which can

make murals to measure.
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Home offce technology can  

be bulky so opt for a slim-line 

computer with the hard drive 

and CD drive built into the 

monitor. Pair it with a no-cable 

Wi-Fi keyboard and mouse and 

choose a Wi-Fi printer, which 

can be stored on a shelf or in  

a cupboard rather than taking 

up valuable desktop space. 

Also, consider using apps  

to help with productivity and 

streamlining. The free White 

Noise Lite app, itunes.apple.

com, is great if you need to 

block out sound but are 

distracted by music. Try 

Evernote, evernote.com, for 

to-do lists rather than classic 

sticky notes, and Dropbox, 

dropbox.com (free for 2GB of 

storage) for backing up fles 

instead of a cumbersome 

external hard drive.

ADVICE Technology

Modern solutions can help you  

design a streamlined work zone

separate issue Locating 

a study area against a partial 

wall is a clever use of an often 

redundant space. Select 

informal pieces that won’t  

jar with the rest of the room. 

In this case a console table 

serves as a desk and a wall 

light is used in place of a table 

lamp. Try the Soho Industrial 

console table, £545, Alexander 

& Pearl, 020 8508 0411, 

alexanderandpearl.co.uk.

tHe GarDeN patH 

Create a sanctuary in the 

garden with an outbuilding 

that is designed to meet your 

specifc needs. If the space  

is small, keep it feeling light  

with French windows. Here, 

the Delwyn desk, £898, 

Anthropologie, 020 7870 

4821, anthropologie.eu, and  

distinctive Tom wall light, 

£258, Hector Finch, 020 7731 

8886, hectorfnch.com, make 

stylish offce additions. 

Measure for Measure 

The benefts of tailor-made 

joinery are plain to see in this 

study area-cum-reading nook, 

with furniture that perfectly 

fts the niche and does not 

intrude on valuable space in 

the hall. Through thoughtful 

design it manages to fulfl two 

roles in one compact space. 

Barbara Genda, 020 7978 

2349, barbara-genda.com, 

could create a similar bespoke 

solution, from £1,200 linear m.

H&G DESIGN IDEAS



furniture

directory

Barker and Stonehouse,

0333 355 9056,

barkerandstonehouse.co.uk.

Black Orchid Interiors,

0844 854 2794,

blackorchidinteriors.co.uk.

Ercol, 01844 271800, 

ercol.com.

Heal’s, 020 7896 7451,

heals.co.uk.

Hepplewhite, 01455

236019, hepplewhite

fttedfurniture.co.uk.

India Jane, 020 8799 7166,

indiajane.co.uk.

Julian Chichester,  

020 7622 2928,

julianchichester.com.

Minimo, 020 7498 1119,

minimo.co.uk.

Neptune, 01793 427427,

neptune.com.

Neville Johnson, 0161 873

8333, nevillejohnson.co.uk.

Oka, 0844 815 7380,

okadirect.com.

Paolo Marchetti Interiors, 

020 7580 8786,

paolomarchetti.com.

Poliform, 020 7368 7600,

poliformuk.com.

Richard Baker Furniture, 

020 8336 1777,

richardbakerfurniture.co.uk.

Sandbone, 0800 612 1157,

sandbone.co.uk.

William Yeoward, 020 7349

7828, williamyeoward.com.

HIDDEN AGENDA  

A dining room is primarily 

for relaxing and entertaining,

so if you also use it for work,

ensure there is no unsightly

equipment on show. This

desk has been incorporated

into bespoke recessed

cabinets, which have a

minimal look both inside

and out. This design is by

Increation, 020 3131 7198,

increation.co.uk. 

Lofty IDEAs A 

light-flled converted loft

offers the ideal situation  

for a secluded offce, while

storage can easily be

tucked under the eaves to

make the most of unused

space. This is the Linnmon/

Finnvard table in White, £70,

Ikea, 020 3645 0000, ikea.

com/gb, and the Signal foor

lamp, £290, Heal’s, 020

7896 7451, heals.co.uk. l w
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Find your style, shop the look

BROWSE HUNDREDS OF ROOMS FOR INSPIRATION

FIND STYLE IDEAS

theROOMedit is brought to you by the Time Inc. (UK) Ltd Homes Network

.com

SHOP THE LOOK
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EASTER

FINISHING TOUCHES

Celebrate

We show you how to make a real occasion

of the spring weekend with pretty decorative

eggs, charming seasonal garlands and

endearing handmade ornaments

M A K E S  C H R I ST I N E  L E E C H  S T Y L I N G  M A R I S A  DA LY

P H OTO G R A P H S  C A R O LY N  B A R B E R
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RIGHT Delicate blown eggs
decorated with paint and
pretty feathers create a
distinctive wall hanging.

HOW TO For the painted eggs,
thread string through each one
then dip the ends into acrylic
paint. Hang over newspaper to
allow excess paint to run off and
dry. Repeat with more colours to
create a pattern. For the other
eggs, use watered-down PVA
glue to secure the quail feathers.
To finish, open up a wire coat
hanger and thread the eggs 
on to it. Carefully form into a
circular shape and close, then
cover the hanger with twine.

ACCESSORIES Vintage green
jug, H30cm, £8, Pimpernel &
Partners. Bibi vase, H6cm, 
£20 for six, Hen & Hammock.
Rose pink and white baker’s
twine, £5.95 for 1m roll,
Papermash. Silvered plant pot,
H6cm, £5, C Best. Zinc planter,
H21cm, £1.23, Homebase;
painted in Pea Green, Absolute
Matt Emulsion, £37 for 2.5
litres, Little Greene. Tablecloth
in Tuska 04, cotton, 137cm wide,
£34m, Malabar. 

RIGHT To personalise
shop-bought Easter eggs,
wrap them in fabric and
give as gifts to guests.

HOW TO Choose eggs with little
or no packaging and wrap them
in squares of patterned fabric –
it’s a good way to use any scraps
from other projects – either cut
at the edges with pinking shears
or simply frayed. A stamped gift
tag completes the look.

FABRIC For similar fabric,
try Liberty.
ACCESSORIES Vintage wooden
spools, £5 each, The Cloth House.
Similar prints, Bird Eggs print,
20x25cm, £10.19, Swanborough
Prints at Etsy.

PREVIOUS PAGE Swathes
of greenery paired with
quaint vintage-style
egg illustrations are a
charming variation on
the seasonal standard.

HOW TO You can download
vintage egg illustrations and
other Easter ephemera from
several websites, such as
thegraphicsfairy.com. Print out 
the required number of eggs and
form a garland by threading
them on a length of embroidery
silk or butcher’s twine.

ACCESSORIES Green Normandy
enamel-style ceramic jug, H21cm,
£18.95, Dotcomgiftshop. Similar
papier-mâché hare (painted 
gold), Styrofoam rabbit, H19cm, 
£4, Hobbycraft. Similar candle,
egg-shaped candle, £2.39, The
Candle Selection. J&C green milk
glasses, H10cm, £12.50 each; 
F&H red wine glass with gold line,
H10cm, £22; both HollyÕs House.
Country Casual cutlery, £4.88
for 16-piece set, Tesco. Straw
placemats, diam30cm, £8 each,
Orford Crafts. Celadon ceramic
dinner plates, diam28cm, £56
set of four, Sophie Conran at
Portmeirion. Napkin with ladder-
stitch edge in Natural, 45cm sq, 
£16, Volga Linen. Similar glass
hen, £14.91, Etsy. Tablecloth in
Brer Rabbit in Manilla/Ivory
DMORBR204, 137cm wide, linen
mix, £52m, Morris & Co.  

OPPOSITE PAGE Textured 
foliage interwoven with
sprigs of blossom make
a welcoming hall wreath.

FURNITURE Gustavian wooden
sofa, H110xW165xD60cm, 
£1,049, Scumble Goosie.
FABRIC Curtain in Wicker N-098,
134cm wide, linen, £96m, Fermoie.
ACCESSORIES Lime wellington
boots, £185, Thorn & Field. 
Anox lantern, H46.5xdiam25cm,
£35, Broste Copenhagen. Similar
throw, Twist a Twill Pale Jade wool
blanket, 130x190cm, £98, Tina
Ratzer at Hus & Hem. Barnes
cushion in Linden, 50sq cm, £39;
Putney runner in Elm, 70cm wide,
£115m; both Roger Oates. Pink
ombre silk cushion, 50sq cm, 
£52, The French Bedroom
Company. Aqua rabbit-shaped
cushion, 48x28cm, £22,
Debenhams. Dancing Dew velvet
cushion cover, 55sq cm, £72,
Kirsten Hecktermann. White
washed basket, H33xdiam40cm,
£34, HollyÕs House. 
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RIGHT Few things are more
fun than a traditional
Easter egg hunt. Buckets
painted with polka dots
are the perfect containers
to collect finds. 

FABRIC Curtain in Catamaran
Plain F6412-05, linen mix, 140cm
wide, £40m, Osborne & Little.
ACCESSORIES Decadent Decs
Gold pompom, £9 set of three,
Talking Tables. Harris buckets, 
14 litres, £7.99 each, Homebase.
Polka dots in Phthalo Green and
Green Verditer; both Absolute Matt 
Emulsion, £37 for 2.5 litres, Little
Greene. Willow teacup planter,
diam24cm, £10, Ella James. 

BELOW RIGHT Keep coffee
piping hot with an
adorable handmade
cafetière warmer.

HOW TO Simply sew two pieces
of rabbit-shaped felt together,
leaving a slit for the handle.
Make a wool pompom and 
sew on for the tail. You can buy
pompom kits at multipom.com.

ACCESSORIES Vintage brass
tray, diam30cm, £25, Pimpernel
& Partners. Similar white cups,
Fable White espresso cup and
saucer, £9 set, Royal Doulton.
Gold ceramic milk jug, H9cm, 
£12, Rockett St George. Similar
spoons, White china sugar
spoons, £1.50 each, David Mellor. 

OPPOSITE PAGE Large 
glass vases filled with
hand-painted and string-
wrapped eggs are a simple
yet effective way to add a
seasonal touch.

FURNITURE Karlstad sofa,
H60xW188xD80cm, £550, 
Ikea. Oxford armchairs, H91.5x
W73xD76cm, £495 each, Brissi.
Cadby velvet button stool in
Dusky Tea Rose, H44xdiam26cm,
£192, Rowen & Wren. 
FABRIC Armchairs
reupholstered in Polka Dot in
Duck Egg and Peapod, linen,
139cm wide, £42.50m, Sarah
Hardaker. Curtains in Harvest
Hare in Charcoal and Natural,
linen, 133.5cm wide, £54m, 
St Jude’s.
ACCESSORIES Marteau brass
pendant light, H30xdiam50cm, 
£150, Habitat. Similar wreath,
egg wreath, diam28cm, £10.49,
Easy Florist Supplies. Northerly
blanket, 150x180cm, £230,
Eleanor Pritchard at Selvedge.
Barnes cushion in Jade, 50cm sq,
£39, Roger Oates. Dandelion One
cushion cover, 45cm sq, £34, 
St Jude’s. Similar grey cushion,
Velvet cushion cover in Anthracite
Grey, 40cm sq, £14.99, H&M.
Large square piped cushion
CULS-N097, 54cm sq, £90;
medium oblong piped cushion
CUMO-L147, 43x64cm, £90; both
Fermoie. The Hare Cushion,
58x30cm, £33, Vintage Designs
Reborn. Gold teapot, £15,
Sunbury Antiques Market.
Wrendale Good Hare Day mugs,
£60 set of six, Royal Worcester.
Light storm lanterns, H29cm, 
£46 each, LSA International.
Green vase, H19cm, £8, Hen &
Hammock. Purist Bird vase,
H13cm, £19.95, Graham and
Green. Provence round white
basket, diam30cm, £5, The
Basket Company. Similar egg
candles, egg-shaped candle, 
£2.39, The Candle Selection.
Tårnby rug, 250x180cm, £70,
Ikea. Spot throw in Grey, 185x
140cm, £85, Bronte at Amara. 
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LEFT Traditional simnel
cake will prove an even
greater temptation served
on a vintage-style stand
with a floral decoration. 

ACCESSORIES Green American
milk glass cake stand,
H22xdiam31cm, £59, Re. Skinny
stitched ribbon in Sea Green, 
£3.50m, Jane Means. Simnel
cake, from £25, Konditor & Cook.

BELOW LEFT Use white 
paint to stencil an Easter-
themed pattern on to
hessian for an informal
runner. Accessories in pale
shades and fresh flowers
add to the rustic look.

HOW TO Sponge white paint
on to hessian using stencils.
Highlights can be added with
gold paint, if you like. 

ACCESSORIES Ivalo dome with
ash base, diam22cm, £60, LSA
International. Old glass cake
stand, diam23cm, £20, Re.
Etched Bess bulb vase, H10cm,
£18 set of three, Rowen & Wren.
Country Casual cutlery, £4.88
for 16-piece set, Tesco. Similar
napkins, Stone washed Aloe
Green linen napkins, 53cm sq, 
£8.99 each, LinenMe. Carrot
cake food flag, £4.50 set of 12;
Mix & Match straws in Mint, 
£3 set of 30; both Talking Tables.
Gold Star paper cups; Pink
Diamond paper cups; both 
£3.50 set of eight, Papermash. 

OPPOSITE PAGE Spring
blossom decorated with
birds and hung with
colourful paper eggs makes
a whimsical Easter tree.

HOW TO For one bauble, cut
out eight egg-shaped pieces 
of paper. Fold each in half
lengthways, open out and place
one on top of another to form 
a pile. Staple a couple of times
down the spine of the egg then
fan out the leaves. Thread a
length of butcher’s twine or
ribbon through the top to hang. 

ACCESSORIES Similar white
decorations, Paper Luxe ball,
diam20cm, £4 each, Pearl & Earl.
White ric rac trim, 72p per m,
MacCulloch & Wallis. Clear rabbit
resting figures, H5cm, £140
each, Lalique at Amara. Similar
green glass vase, Esterban green
vase, H51cm, £30, Habitat. Gold
ceramic decorative birds, H5cm,
£2.50 each, Ella James. Feather
bird clips, £32 set of 12, Petra
Boase. Tablecloth in Gisha Rose,
silk, 137cm wide, £45m, Malabar. 
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ABOVE AND RIGHT Decorate
shop-bought meringues or
trim a ready-made cake
with a simple silhouette
cut out of paper for a
seasonal, homemade feel.

HOW TO Draw a scene on a piece
of white watercolour paper as
long as the circumference of
your cake and about 10cm high.
Cut out using scissors or a craft
knife and a cutting mat.

ACCESSORIES (Above)
KitchenAid Artisan stand mixer
in Pistachio Green, H35xW39x
D22cm, £386, John Lewis.
Delamere Rural rabbit plates,
diam15cm, £34 set of four,
Spode. Mint Classic Spot cotton
apron, £8.95, Dotcomgiftshop. 
(Right) Pink American milk glass
cake stand, H22xdiam31cm, 
£84, Re. Celadon side plates,
diam20cm, £40 set of four,
Sophie Conran at Portmeirion. 

ABOVE LEFT Treat-filled jars
topped with a selection 
of painted toy animals
add a note of playfulness.

HOW TO Fix the toys to the lids
using a glue gun or super glue.
Spray-paint the lid and toy with
an acrylic primer, then recoat
when dry with your desired
colour. For the lambs, wrap
coloured wool around the body
and hold in place with glue,
before fixing them to the lid. 

LEFT Cute bunny-themed
place cards made from
craft paper with cotton-
wool tails make celebratory
meals extra fun.

ACCESSORIES Similar
tablecloth, Stone washed Aloe
Green tablecloth, 170cm sq, 
£54.99, LinenMe. Gardener’s
scissors, £17.50, Hen &
Hammock. Haze Grande mug,
H9cm, £8, LSA International.
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Plates adorned with
gold-leaf eggs form
part of an elegant
display of china and
are a subtle way to
evoke the theme.

FURNITURE Visu chair,

H80.5xW45.5xD50cm, 

£299, Holly’s House.
ACCESSORIES Berry and
Thread Scallop dessert
plates in Ice Blue, diam23cm,

£23 each, Juliska at Amara.

Celadon ceramic dinner
plates, diam28cm, £56 set 
of four, Sophie Conran at
Portmeirion. 365+ White
plates, diam32cm, £4 each;

diam27cm, £2; both Ikea.
Gold leaf transfer, £5.40 for 
five sheets, Wright’s of Lymm.
Adelajda Liberty Rabbit
cushion, H36xW40cm, £30,

Little Cloud at Not on the High
Street. Heath dipped basket,

H22xdiam23cm, £26, Rowen
& Wren. Banbury rug in
Meadow, 260x160cm, £329,

Roger Oates. 
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A welcoming garland
and ornamental
rabbits set the tone 
for Easter visitors.

Similar mirror, Cream large
arched window mirror, 150x
100cm, £295, Primrose &
Plum. Botanical garland
bunting, £18, Rife Paper  
Co at Not on the High Street.
Archivist’s Fern card, £1.85;
Annie Little Lime Green lace
card, £4.50; both Designers
Guild. For a similar vintage
Easter card, try Ebay. Vintage
Gold Rings vase, Sunbury
Antiques Market. Light Green
bottle, H37cm, £55, Holly’s
House. Vienna lidded cake
stand, H21cm, £25, LSA
International. Pastel speckled
faux Easter eggs (in dome), 
£4.99 set of six, Jane Means. 
Rabbit candle, £6.55, 
Broste Copenhagen at The
Scandinavian Shop. Grey hare
ornament, H22cm, £8, George
at Asda. Similar papier-mâché
hare, Styrofoam rabbit,
H19cm, £4, Hobbycraft. l
WHERE TO BUY, PAGE 205

FIND MORE DECORATING IDEAS AT HOUSETOHOME.CO.UK/HOMESANDGARDENS-IDEAS
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1| 

Marble coffee tables
Geometric shapes and angular lines feature in this season’s striking pieces

3| 

1| Marble oval table, H46xW107xD61cm, £499, West Elm. 2| G3 marble coffee table, H35xW70xD70cm, £890, Johan Lindstén at Roche Bobois. 
3| Workshop coffee table, H32xW105xD60cm, £1,500, Magnus Long at The Conran Shop. 4| Marble table in Black, H35xdiam70.5cm, £331, Ferm 

Living at Made in Design. 5| Satellite low table in Carrara and black Marquina marble, H30xW110xD80cm, £2,300, Cate & Nelson. 6| Scamp marble table,
H25.5xW52xD35cm, £225, Heal’s. 7| Fly SC4 lounge table, H26xW80xD80cm, £1,249, &Tradition at The Lollipop Shoppe. WHERE TO BUY, PAGE 205
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FIND MORE BEAUTIFUL BUYS AT hOUSETOhOME.cO.Uk/hOMESANDgARDENS-ShOppINg

H&G DesIGN SHOPPING
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ChiC bar stools
Take a seat for the best new styles, with and without back support

1| Posa bar stool, H81xW44xD37cm, £399, Vincent Sheppard. 2| NY11 bar chair in Black, H75xW40xD35, £169, Norr 11.
3| Revolver stool in Grey, H65xdiam34cm, £178, Wrong for Hay. 4| Whitstable high stool, H71xW45xD54cm, £195, Mathers & Hirst 

for Heal’s. 5| High stool 74 in soaped oak, H69xW47cm, £689, Mater at Places and Spaces. 6| Max bar stool, H73xW41xD37cm,  
£240, Andrea Stemmer at SCP. 7| Osso bar stool in Grey Aniline, H75xW44xD49cm, £431, Mattiazzi at Aram. e

1| 

3| 2| 4| 

6| 5| 7| 

h&G DEsiGN SHOPPING
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1| Kimua stools, H90.5xW40.5xD48cm, €579 each, Iratzoki for Alki. 2| Chiltern bar stool, H81.5xW44xD41cm, £250, Ercol at John Lewis. 
3| Sila stool, H101xW52xD56cm, £305, Discipline at Chaplins. 4| Counter stool in natural ash, H80xW42xD43cm, £422, Nest. 5| Babo bar

stool in Mohair in Smoke, H102xW59xD61.5cm, £3,475, Amy Somerville. 6| Avery bar stool in pippy English oak, H93xW47.5xD46.5cm, 
£555, Pinch. 7| Shoreditch upholstered bar stool, H99xW42xD50cm, £300, Neptune. WHERE TO BUY, PAGE 205
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 BESPOKE FURNITURE HANDCRAFTED FOR LIFE

What could be better than relaxing with a good book or catching up with 

world events in your favourite newspaper after a hard day in the office?

For over 25 years Neville Johnson have been using the finest materials 

and craftsmanship to create bespoke furniture with longevity and style, leaving 

you to sit back and relax, in the comfort of your own home.

 Somewhere to relax after a hard day’s work

STUDIES               BEDROOMS               LOUNGES               LIBR ARIES               HOME CINEMA  

CALL FOR OUR LATEST BROCHURE 

0161 873 8333
 nevillejohnson.co.uk/homes

CODE HGA51



insider’s tip 

“Never rub, brush or scrub a spill 
on sof furnishings, as you’ll cause
more damage. Dab and blot with 

a damp white towel instead.”  
Peter Allen, Pilgrim Payne, 020 8453 5350, pilgrimpayne.co.uk.

Profile Celia Rufey has been 

the Homes & Gardens decorating

expert for more than 30 years. 

She has a wealth of interiors

knowledge and has also designed

her own range of fabrics. 

HOUse 
CLiniC
Our expert Celia Rufey answers 

your interior design questions 

and decorating dilemmas

WHERE CAN I FIND A CHAIR TO FIT? We’re
buying new living room furniture and, at 5ft 2in,
I’m keen to fnd a comfortable chair. Can you
recommend any designs? AH, Wrexham, Wales.

A chair has to have the correct proportions to be comfortable.

The seat height should be at knee level; I’d suggest no more

than 50cm in your case, with a depth of 45 to 53cm. A number 

of companies can tailor designs to customers’ requirements.

Sofa.com, 0345 400 2222, will make adjustments to leg  

and back height for an additional 30 per cent of its standard

prices or you may fnd its Peggy chair (above), a contemporary

design with a low seat height of 35cm and depth of 51cm,

from £460, is a good ft without adjustment. Wesley-Barrell,

01993 893111, wesley-barrell.co.uk, can alter seat depth  

and height on most of its upholstered chairs. The styles that

customers of your height fnd work well for them, often

without modifcation, are the Idbury armchair, from  

£1,230; the Hardwick wing chair, from £1,570; and the

Norbury, from £1,420. Whitehead Designs, 0115 972 5056,

whiteheaddesigns.com, makes all of its sofas and chairs  

to order and modifcations are part of the service. Try the

Tideswell, from £965, and the Fireside, from £985. 

WHICH TYPE OF WINDOW IS 
BEST FOR A LOFT? Our loft is being
converted and will include a large
dormer window. We anticipated 
ftting a wooden casement but our
builder advises that uPVC will 
weather better. What do you think?  
FK, Ashbourne, Derbyshire.

If the other windows in your house are wooden,

introducing a large uPVC dormer will affect 

the integrity of the elevation. Modern timber

windows from companies such as Ayrton, 020

8877 8920, ayrtonbespoke.com, and Mumford

& Wood, 01621 818155, mumfordwood.com,

are weatherproofed to a very high standard.

They are constructed from engineered wood,

in which weak elements have been identifed

by X-ray and removed. The good timber is then

fnger-jointed and laminated to provide a

durable base for micro-porous paint, which

allows the timber to take in and shed moisture

in response to changes in humidity. Ayrton is

able to design windows with opening leaves

that can be removed for maintenance, allowing

access to the exterior framework at the same

time. Mumford & Wood spray-paints its

windows to an ultra-smooth surface so there

are no areas where water and dirt can collect;

its stormproof casement is one to consider. 
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How to submit 
your question

The House Clinic service is free to 

all Homes & Gardens subscribers. 

There is a £12 fee per query for

non-subscribers, who must send 

their query and payment by post.   

email Subscribers, send your query,

subscriber number and address to

hgcontactus@timeinc.com. 

post Send your query, subscriber number

or payment and a sae to Homes & Gardens,

Blue Fin Building, 110 Southwark Street,

London SE1 0SU. Make cheques/postal

orders payable to Time Inc (UK). 

We are unable to answer more than 

one question per reader each month. 

Celia Rufey can also help you create an

individual design for any room in your

home, with ideas for colours, fabrics,

paint, wallcoverings and fooring. For

full details, visit housetohome.co.uk/

decorationservice.

Can you ReCommend a STyLISH
TReaTmenT FoR ouR STaIRS? We
have a toddler and two dogs, so don’t
want carpet on our stairs, but I’m not
sure how else to ensure the stairs look
good while also helping to prevent slips 
and falls? GC, London SW6.

Nothing will offer the softness and frm footing 

of carpet, but the best alternative is to paint, or

sand and seal, the stairs, and there are lots of

clever ways to introduce design elements. You

could use one colour for the treads and another

for the risers or paint a stair runner, as shown 

in Floor paint, £58 for 2.5 litres, Farrow & Ball, 

01202 876141, farrow-ball.com. A pet or a  

child coming in with wet feet might make the 

surface slippery, so add Rust-Oleum Non-Skid 

Additive 400, £9.06 for 1kg, which has a foury

consistency, to a water-based foor paint. You

need 100g for every litre of paint, which will give 

a smooth eggshell fnish with better grip. If  

you prefer to sand the wood, apply Valtti Multi

Non-Slip wood oil, £22.74 for 1 litre, afterwards.

This has a matt fnish with good grip and can 

be used on stained timber, too. Both products

are available from Holman Specialist Paints, 

01793 511537, holmanpaints.co.uk.

WHICH HypoaLLeRGenIC pILLoWS SHouLd We TRy? My husband  
is allergic to feathers so we have a synthetic duvet and pillows. The duvet is
tolerable, but I haven’t been able to fnd pillows with a flling that retains
softness and shape. Do you have any ideas? JH, St Leonards-on-Sea, east Sussex.

Wool-flled pillows and duvets are one

alternative for people with a feather allergy.

They are hypoallergenic and inhospitable to

dust mites, which can contribute to a range  

of allergies. Devon Duvets, 01752 345399,

devonduvets.com, has won a reputation for 

its products flled with British wool, which is

neither bleached nor chemically treated. The

Original Wool pillow, £55, sets the standard

and it’s worth watching the video on its

website to see the versatility of its innovative

Folding pillow, from £59. Look also at The Wool

Room, 01780 461217, thewoolroom.com, for 

its Deluxe Wool pillow, £54.99; Alpaca Luxury

Wool pillow, £79.99; and Pocket Sprung Wool

pillow, £109.99, which offers maximum neck 

support. All of these wool pillows have a

discreet zip, allowing them to be fuffed up, or

extra wool to be added or removed to make

them softer or frmer. Silk is also hypoallergenic

and discourages dust mites. Gingerlily, 0843

216 9902, gingerlily.co.uk, offers a pillow flled

with long-strand silk, £110, which is dense and

gives frm support and a softer option with 

silk wrapped round a hollow-fbre core, £72.

The White Company, 020 3758 9222,

thewhitecompany.com, has a good selection,

which includes a silk/polyester pillow, from 

£75, that promises excellent recovery. It also

says its synthetic Premium hollowfbre pillow,

£26, available as medium/soft or medium/

frm, is the closest to natural down.

WHo SToCKS dISTInCTIve
dooR FuRnITuRe? I want a
large knob and knocker for the
front door I’ve commissioned for
my 1850s house. It must reference
tradition and have a bronze fnish.
Where can I fnd suitable designs? 
GL, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire.

Charles Edwards, 020 7736 7172,

charlesedwards.com, is a good source of

upscaled door furniture, offered in nine

fnishes including antique, brown and

black bronze. Its Large front door knob

DF21, D10.5xdiam15cm with backplate,

and Ring front-door knocker DF20,

D6xdiam16cm (below), £504 each, 

won’t disappoint. Or try The Beardmore

Collection, 020 7351 5444, beardmore.

co.uk. Its Front door knob CD1001,

D9xdiam10cm, costs £291.59, and Ring

knocker NCCK1007, diam12cm, £134.76. l
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Terms and conditions From prices are per person, based on two sharing and subject to finite availability. Additional entrance costs may apply. Images used in conjunction with Riviera Travel. Offer operated by and subject to the booking conditions of Riviera Travel Ltd. ABTA V4744, ATOL 3430, a 
company wholly independent of Time Inc (UK) Ltd. When you respond, Time Inc (UK) Ltd and other group companies may contact you with offers/services that may be of interest. Please give your mobile or email details if you wish to receive such offers by SMS or email. We will not give your details 
to other companies without your permission; please let us know if you are happy for us to do so.

Loire VaLLey

Five nights’ bed and breakfast, from £539 per person. 
Selected departures from May to October 2015.

HOliday includeS:

n Return rail and Eurostar from 

most UK mainline stations or  

return flight from Dublin.

n Five nights at three- and four-

star hotels, including breakfast 

and three evening meals.

n Fully escorted sightseeing  

of artist Claude Monet’s home 

and garden, the best of France’s 

châteaux, Chartres, Amboise  

and the Clos Lucé château  

where Leonardo da Vinci spent 

the last three years of his life.

undiscoVered ProVence

Seven nights’ bed and breakfast, from £899 per person. 
Selected departures from april to October 2015.

HOliday includeS:

n Return flights from many  

UK airports, including taxes  

and transfers, or standard class 

return on Eurostar and TGV.

n Seven nights in a hand-picked 

hotel including breakfast, two 

evening meals in the hotel and 

two in excellent restaurants.

n Fully escorted sightseeing  

of Provence’s stylish capital  

Aix-en-Provence, Avignon, Arles, 

Camargue nature reserve, the 

Luberon hills and La Ciotat.

TO bOOk, call 01283 742330 Or viSiT Hagriviera.cO.uk

cLassicaL sPain

 Six nights’ bed and breakfast, from £539 per person. 
Selected departures from March to november 2015.

HOliday includeS:

n Return flights to Malaga from 

London Gatwick, Bristol, East 

Midlands, Glasgow, Edinburgh, 

Belfast International, Dublin, 

Leeds/Bradford, Birmingham, 

Luton, Manchester, Newcastle, 

Exeter or Southampton, taxes 

and transfers.

n Six nights at three- and four-

star hotels with breakfast, staying 

in Seville, Granada and Mijas.

n Fully escorted sightseeing 

including the historic city of 

Seville and the magnificent 

Alhambra Palace in Granada,  

as well as tours of Cordoba  

and beautiful Ronda.

cLassicaL itaLy

Seven nights’ bed and breakfast, from £829 per person. 
Selected departures from april to October 2015.

HOliday includeS:

n Return flights from most UK 

airports, taxes and transfers.

n Seven nights’ accommodation  

at a four-star hotel, with breakfast 

and four evening meals.

n Fully escorted sightseeing  

including a guided tour of the 

historic city of Rome, home to the 

Colosseum and Trevi fountain, 

medieval Siena, Florence with a 

timed visit to the famous Uffizi 

Gallery, and Arezzo, one of 

Tuscany’s most unspoilt cities.

n Plus, visit Assisi, the  

birthplace of St Francis,  

and discover Tuscany’s  

breathtaking countryside.

TRAVEL



new ZeaLand

Twenty-two days, from £3,999  
per person. Selected departures  
in October and november 2015  
and from January to april 2016.

HOliday includeS:

n Return Singapore Airlines flights from 

Heathrow or Manchester, with two-day 

stopover in Singapore, taxes and transfers.

n Stay in three- and four-star hotels with 

breakfast, enjoy a Maori hangi feast in Rotorua  

and a farm stay with a home-cooked dinner.

n Sightseeing tour of Auckland.

n Experience the stunning Bay of Islands, 

including a dolphin-watching cruise.

n Visit Te Puia, Rotorua’s geothermal 

wonderland of geysers and mudpools.

n Explore Napier’s Art-Deco architecture.

n Visit Nelson and cruise along Abel  

Tasman National Park’s scenic coastline.

n Vineyard visit and wine tasting in 

Marlborough, and a trip to Christchurch.

n Cross the Southern Alps of South Island  

on the TranzAlpine train, one of the world’s 

great train journeys.

n Helicopter flight around the iconic  

Franz Josef Glacier, with a snow landing.

n Two nights in scenic Queenstown and  

an awe-inspiring cruise of Milford Sound.

n Get a close-up view of snow-capped  

Mount Cook, New Zealand’s highest peak.

n Escorted by an experienced tour manager.

niagara FaLLs & uPstate new york

Twelve to fourteen nights, from £1,199 per person.  
Selected departures from May to december 2015.

iTinerary Sailing eastbound: Fly London 

Gatwick to Toronto; three-night stay near 

Niagara Falls; Amtrak Maple Leaf train to 

Manhattan; two nights in a Manhattan 

hotel; seven- or eight-night voyage to 

Southampton, UK. Sailing westbound, 

the tour operates in reverse: depart from 

Southampton and return to London Gatwick.

HOliday includeS:

n Direct flight from London Gatwick to 

Toronto (or vice versa), taxes and transfers.

n Three nights in a four-star hotel close to 

Niagara Falls.

n Niagara Falls Adventure Pass, including: 

Maid of the Mist, Journey Behind the Falls  

and Niagara’s Fury (April to October).

n Helicopter over the Falls (October to April).

n Scenic train tour through Upstate New York.

n Two nights in a four-star hotel in New York.

n Seven- or eight-nights on the Cunard 

Queen Mary 2 voyage with full-board.

Terms and conditions Prices are per person, based on two sharing and subject to availability. Lead price based on 5 November 2015 departure. Hotel ratings are local and local taxes may be payable. 
Images for illustration only and used in conjunction with Jetline Cruise. Unless otherwise stated: transfers, tips, drinks, excursions and selected personal activities on board are extra. Luggage allowances 
vary by carrier. Offers operated by Jetline TRAVEL, ABTA J1693, ATOL 6153, a company independent of Time Inc (UK) Ltd. Restrictions, conditions and credit/debit card surcharges apply – ask when 
booking. Balance payable 16 weeks prior to departure. When you respond, Time Inc (UK) Ltd and other group companies may contact you with offers/services that may be of interest. Please give your 
mobile phone or email details if you wish to receive such offers by SMS or email. We will not give your details to other companies without your permission; please let us know if you are happy for us to do so.

TO bOOk, call 0800 082 2161 Or viSiT  
JeTlinecruiSe.cOM/HOMeSandgardenS



1 trends in PLAntinG
Structural plants Use distinctive shapes, such as yuccas and

agaves, to break up large-scale, single species perennial plantings.

Unusual evergreens Take advantage of the increasing number  

of plant fairs and specialist plant catalogues to fnd lesser known

species, such as Luma apiculata (Chilean myrtle) and Arbutus x

andrachnoides (hybrid strawberry tree) to provide focal and  

talking points in the garden.

Unusual edibles Encourage children to grow eye-catching, tasty

fruits and vegetables, such as Acmella oleracea (electric daisies), 

‘Black Russian’ tomatoes, ‘Autumn Crown’ F1 Hybrid pumpkins, 

kaffr limes and Fuchsia ‘Gummiberries’.

Trees, conifers, shrubs and perennials Try working them back 

into planting schemes, in place of “endless meadows of perennials”.

Create year-round interest, using long-life, sustainable planting

Add value instead of costly, short-season, one-time wonders.

Traditional small country gardens and local planting Look close

to home, instead of overseas, for planting ideas that will endure the

British weather. 

“For maximum, sustainable impact,
be inspired by rural settings.”  

andrew fisher tomlin, garden designer,  

andrewfishertomlin.com.

garden
in the

What will the best-dressed gardens 

be sporting in 2015? We fnd out from

leading designers and plantsmen

T
he idea that there are trends in gardening, vis-à-vis those 

in the fashion world, feels slightly wide of the mark. 

Things do not happen overnight in horticulture, and  

rarely in garden design. If we read in the fashion pages that

everyone should be wearing leather one week, or swapping 

penny loafers for tasselled ones the next, we hardly blink; in 

fact, many of us obediently head for the shops because we 

want to be “on trend”. How often, though, do you see nurseries

selling out of a plant one weekend, or hard landscaping merchants

reporting a rush on a certain paving stone? The answer is 

rarely, but this is a practical response to the fact that we do 

not change our gardens just like that.

Trends in the gardening world are a different beast. We like 

to see things grow and enjoy the fruits of our labours, which

means that any theme will naturally take time to appear and,

unless it is particularly outlandish or impractical, it will usually

stay around for years.

Take green roofs and living walls, for example. French botanist

Patrick Blanc created his frst living wall in the late 1970s, and

completed the installation of the one on the Athenaeum Hotel,

London, in 2009, but between those years he was pretty much 

a lone crusader of the art; it was not until 2012 that the concept

become anything like a trend in Britain. Now, of course, living walls

and green roofs are commonplace and such are their ecological

credentials, they have not only reached “must-have” status, but

there is a drive to make them a mandatory garden element of any

future (particularly urban) new-build or regeneration project.

The trends – or themes – shown on these pages have been

identifed by various leading garden designers and plantsmen in

the course of their daily work over the past 12 months. All, the

experts believe, are set to change the look of our gardens and

ways of gardening... gently, of course.

Hot

feature  A R A B E L L A  ST  J O H N  PA R K E R
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unusual choices 

Less well-known evergreen

species, such as Arbutus x

andrachnoides (hybrid

strawberry tree), seen

above with pink droplets,

will help to provide a focal

point in the garden.

aDD sTRucTuRe 

Use structural plants, such 

as yuccas, seen below 

with a bronze fower spike,

to break up perennial

plantings and create a

point of difference within

the scheme. “Flexible timber and Accoya 
will transform how we 

use wood in the garden.” 

benD iT foR DRama

Bentwood products by

companies such as Pure

Timber, puretimber.com,

are inspiring structural

design in gardens, such as

this one by designer Joe

Swift, joeswift.co.uk.

DuRable sTyle

Choose elements in

Accoya®, like the Wycliffe

planter (below) by Oxford

Planters, 01608 683022,

oxfordplanters.co.uk.

Recycled materials and objects 

PVC; metal machinery and

existing metal structures

repurposed in a garden setting.

Flexible timber Woods that are

steam-moulded or bent to create

organically shaped fencing,

decking, garden structures and

accessories, à la buildings of 

architect Frank Gehry.

Accoya Hardwood treated with

an acetylene process to create a

material that looks like wood, but

is much more durable and can be

used almost anywhere, anyhow.

2 trends in MAteriALs
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3 DESIGN trENDS
Outdoor showers Pools and pool houses are back  

in fashion, incorporating features for the full luxury

bathing experience, from simple showers to complete

outdoor spas. 

Subterranean rooms Planning is required and 

limits apply, but digging down beneath a pool, or  

the garden itself, continues to appeal.

STAY COOL Open up

roofs and walls to extend

your living space without

losing any of the garden.

The design above is by

Scott Wynd, tlclandscapes.

com.au, for Trailfnders/

Flemings’ RHS Chelsea 2010. 

pure LuxurY A

glazed roof makes this

take on Japanese-style

bathing by Gregory Snider,

sniderarchitects.com,

suited to the British climate.

YeAr-rOund Living 

Opt for a natural pool with

an adjoining multipurpose

building, as in this design

by Wilson McWilliam

Studio, wmstudio.co.uk.

4 harD laNDScapE trENDS
Portuguese pavement Black and white setts laid in 

swirling lines. “Use this old technique in small spaces and 

with more intricate patterns,” says garden designer Jon Sims.

Dry stone walling “This traditional craft is used to create

contemporary features, such as sculptures and small

buildings,” says garden designer Paul Richards.

Garden joinery Use laser-cut timber to make pieces with 

an intricate, ornamental appearance.

LAYered LOOK

Slate and sandstone

are ideal for modern

dry stone walling. The

water feature, above, 

is by Richard Clegg,

richardclegg.co.uk.

LeSS iS mOre Try

scaled-down versions

of the 19th-century

wave-patterned 

mosaic squares  

and pavements of

Lisbon, right, to make

distinctive garden

paths and terraces. 
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H&G 

|
 SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

2 easy ways to oRDeR
Online at homesandgardenssubs.com/18U

By phone 0330 333 4555 quote code    18u 

overseas readers PLease caLL 0044 330 333 0233. Lines oPen 7 daYs a WeeK 8am-9Pm uK time

Discover a wealth of decorating ideas, inspirational room schemes and expert  
advice, plus beautiful gardens, stylish shopping and delicious recipes

n Go digital – it’s free 
Every subscription comes 
complete with a free trial 
digital version for iPad  
and iPhone†

n Enjoy home delivery every 
month and receive your 
copy of Homes & Gardens 
before it’s in the shops

n Questions for the House 
Clinic pages will be answered 
free, saving you £12

SuBSCriBEr 
BEnEfitS

Offer open to new subscribers only. Closing date for all orders is 30 April 2015. Please allow up to six weeks for delivery, eight weeks for overseas orders. Direct Debit offer is available to uK subscribers only. the full subscription rate is for  
1 year (12 issues) and includes postage and packaging. if the magazine ordered changes frequency per annum, we will honour the number of issues paid for, not the term of the subscription. Credit/debit card charges will be taken in sterling.  

Calls to 0330 numbers will be charged at no more than a national landline call, and may be included in your phone provider’s call bundle. For enquiries and overseas rates contact magazinesdirect@quadrantsubs.com or call 0044 330 333 0233. 
†the free digital version can be withdrawn at any time during the subscription period. 

A MOTHER’S DAY TREAT

FRoM JUst £33.99

SAVE 
UP TO

44%



food foR fRIENdS

S t y l i n g  K a r e n  a K h ta r  P h oto g r a P h S  K r i st i n  P e r e r s

Sure as 

EGGS
Alice Hart shares half a dozen cracking ideas for using this

versatile ingredient in dishes savoury and sweet
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H
ow to choose six recipes for an

ingredient worthy of an entire

cookery book? To simplify 

matters, I’ve opted to celebrate

the good old hen’s egg though, of course,

there’s scope for using goose or pheasant’s

eggs in some of the recipes (the beet-pickled

eggs and the baked eggs with Gruyère in

particular). As the egg is such a good source

of protein for vegetarians, it seemed a shame

to introduce meat or fsh into the mix, so only

the angel hair pasta dish contains seafood. All

other recipes are vegetarian, as long as you

check the rennet source in the hard cheeses.

n Whisk the egg yolks, egg, lemon juice and

half the zest together in a small bowl. Season

with plenty of black pepper and set aside. 

n Cook the pasta in plenty of salted water,

following the packet instructions. Save half a

mugful of the cooking water before draining.

n Meanwhile, melt the butter with the olive oil,

chilli and garlic in a frying pan over a medium

heat. Cook for 1-2 minutes, stirring, but don’t

allow the garlic to sizzle or darken. Add the

crab and prawns and warm through, stirring,

then turn off the heat. 

n Return the pasta to the saucepan with the

crab mixture. Quickly add the egg mixture,

stirring constantly. Add enough of the reserved

pasta water, about 4 tablespoons, to make a

creamy sauce that coats the pasta. 

n Stir in the shredded basil. Serve the pasta

immediately with the remaining basil leaves

and lemon zest scattered over the top.

4 egg yolks

1 egg

 2 lemons, juice of 1

and fnely grated  

zest of both

Salt and freshly

ground black pepper

350g angel hair pasta 

1 tbsp olive oil 

25g butter

1 red chilli, deseeded

and fnely chopped

1 garlic clove, 

peeled and crushed

150g fresh white crab

meat (or both white

and brown), checked

for pieces of shell

200g small cooked

peeled prawns

Handful of basil

leaves, shredded, 

plus a few whole

leaves to serve

angel hair pasTa wiTh lemon, 

crab and prawns 

serves 4

This is a special pasta, more suited to a

supper party or spring lunch than a work-

weary Monday night. It’s similar to a

carbonara in style but, with lemon, basil

and a generous amount of shellfsh, is

surprisingly light and delicate. 



n Sift the four into a large mixing bowl.

Stirring with a wooden spoon, add half the

olive oil, a pinch of salt and 150ml warm

water and mix to form a dough. Knead on  

a lightly foured surface for 5 minutes, until

soft and elastic. Roughly shape one-third 

of the pastry into a disc and the remaining

two-thirds into a larger disc. Wrap both  

in cling flm and set aside for 15 minutes.

n Meanwhile, drain the ricotta cheese in  

a sieve over the sink for 10 minutes, and 

toast the pine nuts in a dry pan over a

medium heat, shaking often, until golden. 

n Heat the remaining olive oil in a large

frying pan over a medium heat. Fry the

shallots with a pinch of salt for 10 minutes,

stirring, until soft and turning golden. Stir in

the artichokes and cook for 3 minutes. Stir 

in the spinach and cover with a lid for about

1 minute, until just wilted. Remove the lid

and turn up the heat to drive off any liquid,

stirring occasionally. Set aside. 

n Pre-heat the oven to 220°C, gas mark 7.

Either chop the spinach mixture quite fnely

by hand and combine with the drained, 

crumbled ricotta, Parmesan, parsley, the 

3 beaten eggs and a good seasoning of salt

and pepper in a mixing bowl, or put the same

ingredients in a food processor and pulse a

few times to chop and combine. Either way,

stir in the toasted pine nuts to fnish. 

n On a lightly foured surface, roll out the

larger pastry disc to make a roughly 40cm-

diameter circle and use to line the base and

sides of a deep 23cm loose-bottomed cake

tin. Spoon in the flling and smooth the top.

Make three deep indents with the back of a

spoon and carefully crack an egg into each.

n Roll out the remaining pastry disc to a

roughly 24cm-diameter circle and lay on

top. Twist the pastry edges together all  

the way round to seal frmly. Beat the

remaining egg and brush over the pastry.

Sprinkle with sea salt fakes and bake for

30-35 minutes, until deeply golden. 

n Rest for at least 10 minutes before 

slicing and serving or leave to cool to 

room temperature. This torta goes

particularly well with a rocket salad. 

TorTa pasqualina 

serves 8 

This celebratory Italian Easter pie is made with plenty of spinach, artichokes, ricotta and eggs. The olive 

oil pastry is simple to make, ideal for novices, and is easy to twist and mould as required. Remember to 

use a Parmesan-style cheese made with non-animal rennet if you’re serving this dish to vegetarians.

300g plain four, plus extra to dust

4 tbsp olive oil

Salt and freshly ground  

black pepper

450g ricotta cheese

75g pine nuts

2 banana or echalion shallots,

peeled and fnely chopped

280g jar chargrilled artichokes in

oil, drained and roughly chopped

450g spinach leaves

50g Parmesan or vegetarian

Parmesan-style cheese, 

fnely grated 

Large handful of fat-leaf parsley

leaves, fnely chopped

7 large eggs, 3 of them lightly

beaten together, 4 in their shells

Sea salt fakes, for sprinkling
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Beet-pickled eggs with curried yoghurt

Makes 6 

Pickling eggs in a beet vinegar stains them a magnifcent purple-pink. Do this at least

four days in advance of making the curried yoghurt topping. Serve a platterful of the

dressed eggs at a party or use a couple of pickled egg halves to perk up a ploughman’s lunch.

1 large beetroot, peeled and roughly diced

6 medium eggs, not too fresh (as they will be

easier to peel after boiling) 

250ml white wine vinegar or cider vinegar

2 red shallots, peeled and fnely sliced

½ red chilli, roughly sliced

1 tsp coriander seeds, lightly crushed

1 tsp yellow or brown mustard seeds

2 small bay leaves

½ tsp sea salt fakes

75g granulated sugar

For the curried yoghurt

1-2 tsp curry paste, to taste

4 heaped tbsp thick, Greek-style yoghurt

Salt and freshly ground black pepper

Small handful of coriander leaves

½ red chilli, deseeded and fnely sliced

½ red shallot, peeled and very fnely sliced

n Sterilise a 1-litre jar and lid in boiling water 

or in a hot dishwasher. Set aside. Cover  

the beetroot with 400ml water in a small

saucepan. Bring to the boil, cover and simmer

gently for 30 minutes. Drain the beetroot,

reserving 250ml of the cooking water.

n Meanwhile, put the eggs in a saucepan in

which they ft snugly in a single layer. Cover

with water and bring to the boil, then turn  

off the heat and leave for 12 minutes. Drain 

and cool under cold, running water. Peel the

eggs then put them in the sterilised jar with 

the cooked beetroot. 

n Put the vinegar, reserved cooking water,

shallots, the chilli, the crushed coriander

seeds, mustard seeds, bay leaves, sea salt

fakes and sugar in a medium saucepan. Bring

to the boil and cook, uncovered, for about 

5 minutes, until the sugar has dissolved and

the shallots are translucent. 

n Remove from the heat and cool slightly. Pour

the vinegar mixture over the eggs in the jar,

covering them completely. Screw the lid on

tightly and, once cool, refrigerate for up to  

a month. The pickled eggs will be ready to  

eat after four days, but the longer they sit  

in their pink juice, the more deeply stained 

and pickled they will become. Slice the eggs  

in half lengthways to serve.

n To make the curried yoghurt, fold the curry

paste into the yoghurt and season with salt

and freshly ground black pepper. Spoon a

little on to each egg half. Arrange the eggs  

on a platter and scatter with the coriander

leaves, sliced chilli and shallot. 
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Baked eggs with gruyÈre, curd cheese and spinach, 
served with herB Butter soldiers  

serves 4
Bake these indulgent eggs in ovenproof dishes for an easy lunch or a substantial

starter. To make the butter, use any soft herbs, singly or combined, although tarragon,

which has a dominant favour, is best tempered by another herb.

n To make the herb butter,

put the butter in a mixing

bowl and beat in the herbs

and a good grinding of black

pepper using a wooden

spoon. Formed into a cylinder

and wrapped in cling film, 

this will keep in the fridge for

2 weeks or the freezer for 3

months (chill and slice before

freezing for easy portioning).

n Pre-heat the oven to 180°C,

gas mark 4. Lightly butter the

insides of 4 large ovenproof

cups or small bowls. Put the

spinach in a colander in the

sink and slowly pour over a

kettleful of boiling water to

wilt the leaves. Drain well,

refresh under cool water  

and squeeze in a clean tea

towel to dry thoroughly. 

n Divide the spinach leaves, 

curd cheese, cream, nutmeg

and 1 teaspoon of herb butter

per serving between the

bowls and season well with

salt and freshly ground black

pepper. Crack an egg into

each serving, carefully so as

not to break the yolk, and

scatter over half the Gruyère.

n Sit the bowls in a roasting tin

and bake for 15-20 minutes,

depending on whether you

prefer a runny or set yolk.

Scatter with the remaining

Gruyère. Meanwhile, grill 

the bread soldiers until

golden and spread with 

the remaining herb 

butter. Serve the toast 

hot, to dip into the eggs.

100g salted butter,

softened, plus extra  

for greasing

2 tbsp chopped soft herbs,

such as chives, tarragon,

parsley and basil

Salt and freshly ground

black pepper

200g spinach leaves

150g mild curd cheese  

or ricotta, drained

300ml single cream

A good grating of 

fresh nutmeg

4 very fresh large eggs

30g Gruyère cheese,

shaved into strips using  

a vegetable peeler

½ small sourdough loaf,

sliced into soldiers
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n Place a saucepan containing the

prunes, 100ml Armagnac or brandy,

tea, vanilla pod and half the seeds

over a medium heat. Bring to the

boil, reduce the heat and simmer

very gently for 10 minutes. Remove

the vanilla pod and mash the mixture

with a fork, or purée in a blender if

you prefer a smoother texture.

n Pre-heat the oven to 190°C, gas

mark 5. Roll out the pastry between

two sheets of greaseproof paper  

to the thickness of a one pound 

coin. Use to line six 8cm tart tins  

or one deep 20cm tart tin with  

a removable base, leaving the

overhanging pastry untrimmed.

Prick the bases several times with  

a fork and chill for 30 minutes.

n Bake the pastry cases blind  

(lined with baking paper and baking 

beans) for 10-15 minutes, until

cooked but not coloured (no “wet”

patches of pastry should remain),

then remove the paper and beans

and bake for 10 minutes more, until

very pale golden. Brush the pastry

all over with a little egg white to

seal. Set aside to cool. 

n Spread the prune paste thinly

and evenly over the bases of the

tart cases. Combine the egg, egg

yolks, 30ml Armagnac or brandy,

60g sugar, the cream, nutmeg and

remaining vanilla seeds in a large

jug. Don’t whisk too hard or air

bubbles will form. 

n Reduce the oven to 150°C,  

gas mark 3. Pull the middle oven 

shelf halfway out and place the 

tart cases on it. Gently pour  

the custard into the cases and 

carefully push the shelf back in.

n Bake for around 40 minutes  

for a large tart or 25 minutes for 

the smaller ones, until the centre

wobbles very slightly when jiggled,

but the flling is just set throughout.

Transfer to a wire rack. Serve  

just-warm or cold. 

n Before serving, put the remaining

100g sugar in a large frying pan and

set over a medium heat. Watch the

pan closely, tilting it and swirling it

until the sugar melts and eventually

turns a deep amber. 

n Add 75ml water and a pinch of

salt then bubble down, stirring with

a wooden spoon for 1-2 minutes,

until a smooth, liquid caramel forms.

Cool for 5 minutes, then spoon  

the caramel over the tarts. l

 prune and custard tarts

Makes 6 individual tarts or 1 x 20cm tart

If you own a cook’s blowtorch, by all means sprinkle the tops of the tarts with a thin layer of caster sugar and caramelise with the flame. 

For those who don’t possess this specialist tool, I’ve given instructions for making a simple caramel in a pan for fnishing.

500g ready-to-eat

stoneless Agen prunes

100ml Armagnac or brandy,

plus 30ml for the custard 

200ml cold black tea,

made with 1 tea bag

1 vanilla pod, split, seeds

scraped out and reserved

500g all-butter 

shortcrust pastry

Egg white, for brushing

1 large egg

8 large egg yolks

160g golden caster sugar

600ml single cream

A good grating of 

fresh nutmeg

Pinch of salt
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ADDRESS BOOK

AAbigail Ahern, 020 7354 8181,
abigailahern.com. 

After Noah, 020 7359 4281,
afternoah.com. 
Alternative Flooring, 01264 335111,
alternativefooring.com. 
Amara, 0800 587 7645, amara.com.
Amazon, amazon.co.uk. 
Andrew Nebbett Antiques, 020
7723 2303, andrewnebbett.com.
Anthropologie, 020 7870 4821,
anthropologie.eu. 
Appley Hoare Antiques,  
020 7351 5206, appleyhoare.com.
Avorez, 020 8949 3388, avorez.com. 

BBarbara Osorio Fabrics, 00351 
22 616 50 30, pedrosoeosorio.com. 

Beardmore Collection, 020 7351
5444, beardmore.co.uk. 
Belgrave Place, belgraveplace.com.
Bennison Fabrics, 020 7730 8076,
bennisonfabrics.com. 
Best Tile, 00353 51 354905, 
best-tile.co.uk. 
Brissi, 020 7229 2323, brissi.com.
The British Museum Shop,  
020 7323 8898, 
britishmuseumshoponline.org.
British Standard, 020 7870 7688,
britishstandardcupboards.co.uk.
Broste Copenhagen,
brostecopenhagen.com.
Brownrigg, 01666 500850,
brownrigg-interiors.co.uk. 

C C Best, 020 7720 2306, 
cbest.co.uk. 

C&C Milano, 020 7751 4554, 
cec-milano.com. 
Calligaris, 020 8994 8110, 
calligaris.co.uk. 
Caravane, 020 7486 5233, 
caravane.fr. 
Casamance, 0844 369 0104,
casamance.com. 
Cassina, cassina.com/en.
CeramArt Regina Heinz,  
07779 167229, ceramart.net.
Chaplins, 020 8421 1779, 
chaplins.co.uk. 
Chelsea Textiles, 020 7584 5544,
chelseatextiles.com. 
Chloe Alberry, 020 7727 0707,
chloealberry.com. 
Clementine Oliver, 07974 193663,
clementineoliver.com. 
Colefax and Fowler,  
020 7318 6000, colefax.com.
Collier Webb, 020 7373 8888,
collierwebb.com. 
Colour Flooring Company, 020
7254 3526, colourfooring.co.uk.
The Conran Shop,  
0844 848 4000, conranshop.co.uk.
Cornishware, 01793 855701,
cornishware.co.uk. 
Crucial Trading, 01562 743747,
crucial-trading.com. 

DDavey Lighting, 020 7351 2130,
davey-lighting.co.uk. 

David Mellor, 020 7730 4259,
davidmellordesign.com. 

Designers Guild, 020 7351 5775,
designersguild.com. 
The Dormy House, 01264 365808,
thedormyhouse.com.
Dotcomgiftshop, 020 8746 2473,
dotcomgiftshop.com. 
Dulux, 0844 481 7817, dulux.co.uk.
Dunelm, 0845 165 6565,  
dunelm-mill.com. 

E eBay, ebay.com. 
EK Design, 07860 677545,

katharinaeisenkoeck.com.
Etsy, etsy.com. 

F Farrow & Ball, 01202 876141,
farrow-ball.com. 

Fermoie, 01672 513723, 
fermoie.com. 
Folklore, 020 7354 9333,
shopfolklore.com. 

GGarden Trading, 0845 608
4448, gardentrading.co.uk. 

Gideon Hatch, 020 7498 5574,
gideonhatch.co.uk. 
Graham and Green, 0845 130 6622,
grahamandgreen.co.uk.  
Green & Stone of Chelsea,  
020 7352 0837, greenandstone.com.
Grehom, 023 8070 1826,  
grehom.com. 
Guinevere Antiques, 020 7736 2917,
guinevere.co.uk. 

HHabitat, 0344 499 4686,
habitat.co.uk. 

Haute Deco, 020 7736 7171,
hautedeco.com. 
Hawker, 020 7730 2122,
hawkerantiques.com. 
Heal’s, 0870 024 0780, heals.co.uk.
Helen Green, 020 7352 3344,
helengreencollection.com.
Holland & Sherry, 020 7352 4798,
hollandandsherry.com.
Holloways of Ludlow, 020 7602
5757, hollowaysofudlow.com.
Holly’s House, 020 7736 2222,
hollys-house.com. 

I Ian Sanderson, 01635 33188,
iansanderson.co.uk. 

Idyll Home, 01270 812717, 
idyllhome.co.uk. 
India Jane, 020 8799 7166,
indiajane.co.uk. 

J Jacaranda, 020 7351 6496,
jacarandacarpets.com. 

Jamb, 020 7730 2122, 
jamblimited.com. 
James Malone, 0034 952 652 844,
jamesmalonefabrics.com. 
Jane Knapp, 01225 463468,
janeknapp.com. 
Jim Lawrence, 01473 826685, 
jim-lawrence.co.uk. 
John Lewis, 0345 604 9049,
johnlewis.com. 
Josephine Home, 020 7751 0100,
josephinehome.co.uk. 
JSC Group, 01206 877640,
jscgroup.org.uk. 

Julia Boston Antiques,  
020 7610 6783, juliaboston.com.
Julian Chichester, 020 7622 2928,
julianchichester.com.

L Lapicida, 0800 012 2220,
lapicida.com. 

Lassco, 01844 277188, lassco.co.uk.
Liberty, 020 7734 1234, liberty.co.uk.
Ligne Roset, 020 7323 1248, 
ligne-roset.co.uk. 
LinenMe, 020 8133 3853,  
linenme.com. 
Little Greene, 0845 880 5855,
littlegreene.com. 
Lizzo, 020 7823 3456, lizzo.net.
Loaf, 0845 468 0698, loaf.com.
Luke Irwin, 020 7730 6070,
lukeirwin.com. 

MManuel Canovas, 020 7244
7427, manuelcanovas.com. 

Marks & Spencer, 0333 014 8000,
marksandspencer.com.
Maroque, 01449 723133, 
maroque.co.uk. 
Max Rollitt, 01962 738800,
maxrollitt.com. 
Monologue, 020 7729 0400,
monologuelondon.com.
Mylands, 020 8670 9161, 
mylands.co.uk. 

N The Nanz Company,  
020 3300 0099, nanz.com. 

Nest, 0114 243 3000, nest.co.uk.
The New Craftsmen, 020 7148 3190,
thenewcraftsmen.com.
Nicholas Haslam, 020 7730 8623,
nicholashaslam.com. 
Nordic House, 0845 475 1610,
nordichouse.co.uk. 
Not on the High Street, 0845 259
1359, notonthehighstreet.com. 

OOchre, 020 7096 7372, ochre.net.
Oka, 0844 815 7380,  

okadirect.com. 
Osborne & Little, 020 8812 3123,
osborneandlittle.com. 

P Paint by Conran, 0845 094
9030, paintbyconran.com. 

Paint Library, 020 7590 9860,
paint-library.co.uk. 
Palm Centre, 020 8255 6191,
palmcentre.co.uk. 
Pentreath & Hall, 020 7430 2526,
pentreath-hall.com. 
Petersham Nurseries, 020 8940
5230, petershamnurseries.com.
Philip Watts Design, 0115 926 9756,
philipwattsdesign.com. 
Pinch, 020 7622 5075, 
pinchdesign.com. 
Pooky, 020 7351 3003,  
pooky.com. 
Print Block, printblock.ie.
Puckhaber Decorative Antiques, 
020 7385 2724, puckhaber
decorativeantiques.com. 

QQuill London, 020 8692 0702,
quilllondon.com. 

R Re, 01434 634567,  
re-foundobjects.com. 

Redloh House Fabrics, 020 7371
7787, redlohhousefabrics.com.
Rockett St George, 01444 253391,
rockettstgeorge.co.uk. 
Roger Oates, 020 7351 2288,
rogeroates.com. 
Rowen & Wren, 01932 847538,
rowenandwren.co.uk. 
Royal Crown Derby, 01332 712833,
royalcrownderby.co.uk.
Rubelli, 020 7349 1590, rubelli.com.
The Rug Company, 020 7908 9990,
therugcompany.com. 

S SA Baxter, 020 8196 2410,
sabaxter.com. 

Sahco, 020 7352 6168, sahco.com.
Samuel & Sons, 020 7351 5153,
samuelandsons.com. 
Série Rare, 0033 1 55 42 92 10,
serierare.com. 
The Shop Floor Project, 01229
584537, theshopfoorproject.com.
Shop Tent, 020 7739 5561,
shoptent.co.uk. 
Sinclair Till, 020 7720 0031,
sinclairtill.co.uk. 
Sir John Soane’s Museum,  
020 7405 2107, soane.org.
Soane Britain, 020 7730 6400,
soane.co.uk. 

T Talisman, 020 7731 4686,
talismanlondon.com. 

Theo & The Major, 01725 551255,
theoandthemajor.com.
Tinsmiths, 01531 632083, 
tinsmiths.co.uk. 
Tom Faulkner, 020 7351 7272,
tomfaulkner.co.uk. 
Trowbridge Gallery, 020 7371 8733,
trowbridgegallery.com. 
Turnstyle Designs, 01271 325325,
turnstyledesigns.com.

V Vaughan, 020 7349 4600,
vaughandesigns.com. 

Viaduct, 020 7278 8456, viaduct.co.uk.
Victoria Harvey Antiques,  
020 7724 0738. 
Volga Linen, 0844 499 1609,
volgalinen.co.uk. 

W The Water Monopoly,  
020 7624 2636,

watermonopoly.com.
Waterstones, 0808 118 8787,
waterstones.com. 
Waterworks, 020 7384 4000,  
uk.waterworks.com. 
The White Company, 0844 736
4222, thewhitecompany.com.
William Yeoward Crystal, 020 7349
7827, williamyeowardcrystal.com.
Willow & Stone, 01326 311388,
willowandstone.co.uk. 
Wilson Stephens & Jones, 020 7721
5265, wilsonstephensandjones.com. 

Z Zimmer+Rohde, 020 7351 7115,
zimmer-rohde.com. 

Zoffany, 0844 543 4748, zoffany.com.

Details of stockists featured in this issue; visit housetohome.co.uk/directory for more listings
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This welcoming pub with rooms in the Cotswolds combines contemporary 
country design with a seasonal menu that celebrates local ingredients

B  
ringing the concept of the traditional 

inn up to date, The Wild Rabbit in 

the pretty Cotswolds village of 

Kingham is part of Lady Bamford’s organic-

living empire, which includes Daylesford. Two

years ago, the 18th-century pub was treated

to a modern rustic makeover. Interiors were

stripped back to expose stone walls, providing

a characterful backdrop for hand-crafted

pale-wood furniture, bleached beams and

natural linens. Pots of hedgerow fowers  

on the tables, prints depicting native fora

and rooms named after woodland animals

all add to the bucolic feel. Rooms feature

handmade beds, some four posters, with 

crisp sheets from Volga Linen, while the

polished limestone bathrooms are flled with

botanic products by Bamford Bath & Body. 

The restaurant is a real foodie draw, too:

pull up an armchair and enjoy a ginger and

Prosecco aperitif by the fre while browsing

the menu of dishes that showcase local

produce, such as hare ravioli, warm salad 

of conft rabbit and cassoulet of pork belly.

For private dining, the next door Chicken

Shed, with its own chef and woodburning

stove, seats up to 20 guests. Finally, before

you leave, a visit to the Bamford Haybarn

day spa, just fve minutes away, offers all 

you need to nurture body and soul. 

The Wild RabbiT

We love

NEED TO KNOW

■ There are eight rooms in the main house 

and four dog-friendly garden rooms.

■ Prices are from £135 per night for a small

double room with breakfast. 

■ The Wild RabbitÕs wine club is offering

a special Easter tasting of wines that

accompany chocolate on 2 April. 

■ Well positioned for exploring further afeld,

The Wild Rabbit is just 20 miles from Oxford,

while Stow-on-the-Wold, Bourton-on-the-

Water, Burford and the Slaughters are all

around 20 minutes’ drive.

■ For further details, call 01608 658389 

or visit thewildrabbit.co.uk. l

TaKE iT hOmE Ideas for a modern take on rustic style
Original 1227 desk lamp,

H67xW45.5cm, £175,

Anglepoise, 023 9222 4450,

anglepoise.com.

Hewn bench,

H45xW120xD34cm,

£300, Sebastian

Cox, 020 8316 5679,

sebastiancox.co.uk.

Xylomelum pyriforme cyanotype

mounted print, 60x90cm,  

£235, Surface View, 0118 922

1327, surfaceview.co.uk.

Karson vase, H20x

diam20cm, £31, Broste, 

0045 3639 0300,

brostecopenhagen.com.

   Munchkin chair in

   Oat brushed cotton,

H85xW82xD82cm, £595, 

Loaf, 0845 468 0697, loaf.com.
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TOMHOWLEY.CO.UK/KHOMES   CALL: 0161 848 1200 FOR A BROCHURE. QUOTE CODE K-HMS22
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